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ABSTRACT

The findings of this report reaffirm the major recommendations made by

HRB-Singer, Inc. , in an earlier effort, viz., that a Naval Intelligence Research

Facility (NIRF) be established and that the Naval Intelligence Research Advisory

Group (NIRAG) be reorganized. Within the context of these two recommenda-

tions, this report describes the objectives of these two activities and presents

an organizational and operational configuration which appears most feasible in

light of existing objectives and constraints.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Naval Intelligence, like all intelligence groups, is confronted with a grow-

ing problem of producing responsive, timely, evaluated intelligence from an

expanding volume of collected data. Advances in computer and information

processing technology offer the intelligence analysts a potential means for coping

with this processing problem. To date, however, the anticipated potential has

not been realized.

Ther• exist two main difficulties which underlie the evident failure in

achieving a sound man-machine partnership within the intelligence processing

and reporting system. First, within the area of information handling, infor-

mation scientists and engineers identify that "software" (processing algorithms,

heuristic techniques, processing languages) seriously lag behind hardware capa-

bilities. Thus, the operations of most computer-based processing systems are

probably below expectations. Secondly, within the intelligence community,

there exists concern that the processing needs of the analysts are not sufficiently

understood to levy system development requirements. Significant advances

against either of these two problems will require increased R&D activities.

Although the Navy now operates an extensive RDT&E program (through in-

house laboratory activities and contracted efforts), there are some areas where

improvement can be made with respect to intelligence processing research and

development. First, unlike special purpose hardware systems, general pur-

pose computer-based information systems can be significantly improved through

software development. Innovations in software need not be tied to the major

system development cycle, but may be efficiently advanced within DOD funding

categories -- 6.1 (Research) and 6. 2 (Exploratory Development), if pertinent

R&D activities within these two categories are complementary and have appropri-

ate problem orientation.

The second area where improvement can be made lies within the interrelat-

ing R&D activities necessary to the transfer of useful processing innovations

into intelligence operations. Widespread applications of electronic data handling

technology have created numerous lines of software R&D (e.g., medical diagnosis,

fact retrieval of clinical information, selective dissemination of technical data,

etc.). Much of these efforts, undoubtedly, have some pertinency to intelligenice

data handling. Unfortunately, however, security restrictions within the

-Xiii -



intelligence community hinder outside researchers gaining awareness of intelli-

gence processing problems; thus, they cannot evaluate their work with respect

to this application. Moreover, within Navy intelligence, there has been no

concentrated effort to continuously sift promising efforts emerging from other

fields and transform, test and evaluate them against intelligence data handling

problems.

Thus, there is considerable merit in having close communications among

ONR (a prime link to the Nation's scientific community), CNM (major system

developers), and ACNO (Intelligence). The recommendation is made to re-

establish the Naval Intelligence Research Advisory Group (NIRAG) to effect

this coordination function and to improve communications among the responsible

Navy organizations involved in advancing intelligence processing systems.

It is recommended that NIRAG be augmented with an experimentation and

exploratory development group which would (1) transform pertinent research

results into demonstratable techniques for user test and evaluation, and (2)

translate sensitive problem areas into less sensitive or unclassified research

objectives which could be communicated to a wider range of the Nation's scientific

and technical community. It is further recommended that this R&D group be

established as an expansion of an existing branch within the Naval Research

Laboratory and that they work in close coordination with the existing Naval sup-

port activities (e.g., NIPSSA, NRTSC, STIC, and the planned NOSIC--

scheduled to be implemented in FY-71).

-xiv -



I. INTRODUCTION

During the past year, under Office of Naval Research Contract N00014-67-

C-0355, HRB-Singer, Inc., staff personnel have examined the interrelationships

among the Naval Intelligence Command (NIC) and segments of the Naval scientific

and technical community pertinent to improvement of NIC's capabilities to

process, produce, and disseminate intelligence information. This final report

summarizes this effort and presents the background of the study. ' Essentially,

this report reinforces the major recommendations made at the conclusion of the

first year's effort (i. e. , that a Naval Intelligence Research Facility (NIRF) be

established and that the Naval Intelligence Research Advisory Group (NIRAG) be

reorganized); describes NIRF's objectives; and suggests an organizational and

operational configuration which appears most feasible in light of these objec-.

tives and existing constraints.

A. BACKGROUND OF INVESTIGATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FROM
PHASE I

Despite considerable improvement in intelligence collection capabilities,

commensurate improvement in intelligence processing capabilities has not been

achieved. The intelligence analyst is still confronted with problems of diminish-

ing lead times, increasing response requirements, and ever increasing volumes

of unevaluated or partially evaluated data. In effect, a collection/processing

imbalance is evident.

Advances in computer and information processing technology offer the in-

telligence analysts a potential means for coping with this processing problem.

To date, however, this potential has not been realized. The net effect is a

widening gap between raw input and pertinent, finished output.

The contract involved approximately four man-years effort spread over a two-

year period. Highlights of the findings and recommendations from the first
year's study are presented within Section I. See also HRB-Singer, Inc. , re-
port 414L. 11-R-1, A Discussion of Needs and Guidelines for the Establishment
of a Naval intelligence Research Facility, August, 1968 (Secret).
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As a result of the first year's study (Phase I), HRB-Singer made two major

reconmnendations for ameliorating the critical lag between intelligence processing

technology and intelligence collection technology. These were:

1. The Naval Intelligence Research Advisory Group (NIRAG) should

be reorganized.

2. The Navy should establish a Naval Intelligence Research Facility

(NIRF) having as its prime objective the development and testing

of useful processing innovations pertinent to the Naval Intelligence

Community.

These two recommendations are discussed briefly in the following sections.

1. Reorganization of NIRAG

In 1961, the Naval Intelligence Research Advisory Group (NIRAG) was

formed. This group, composed of representatives from the Office of Naval

Intelligence (now the Naval Intelligence Command), the Office of the Chief of

Naval Operations, the Naval Security Group Activity, and the Office of Naval

Research, had two prime functions. One function of NIRAG was to provide

guidance to researchers working on efforts which had potential applications to

Naval intelligence problems. A second function was to aid intelligence manage-

ment in keeping abreast of research activities. The operation of NIRAG was

purposely kept informal to provide flexibility.

Unfortunately, four factors have hindered NIRAG's effectiveness. 1

First, since NIRAG was an informal group, representatives of the various Naval

groups often attended on an "availability" or "convenience" basis rather than by

need, competence or interest. Second, the meetings often involved a mismatch

between the R&D representatives an'd the operational intelligence personnel.

Research presentations were sometimes considered to be so theoretical that

possible applications of their findings were often obscured by the presentation.

1 These factors were brought out in discussions with personnel who had been as-
sociated with NIRAG.
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Third, NIRAG meetings essentially provided only "one-way" communications;

i.e., contractors described their research efforts to Naval representatives,

but there was no discussion of current or anticipated problems in Naval intelli-

gerce. Finally, and most importantly, the retirement or transfer of the

original NIRAG members, coupled with the factors above rendered NIRAG

ineffectual for all practical purposes. The last meeting of this group occurred

in 1966.

Nonetheless, the NIRAG concept has considerable merit, and could provide

a valuable means of effectively increasing the interface between the Naval in-

telligence community and the research and development community. Thus, it

was suggested that NIRAG be reestablished. However, an attempt must be made

to avoid the drawbacks associated with the original NIRAG.

2. Establishment of a Naval Intelligence Research Facility

Although NIRAG could improve the interface between research capa-

bilities and intelligence problems, HRB-Singer concluded that there is also a

need for a Naval Intelligence Research Facility which would focus the research

and exploratory development required to transform basic research results into

Naval intelligence processing capabilities. As envisioned, such a facility would

have as its emphasis the study of information processing techniques potentially

useful in Naval intelligence management and problem-solving efforts. General

guidelines for the implementation and acceptance of NIRF were discussed in

HRB-Singer Report No. 4141. 11-R-1 In addition, five alternative NIRF con-

figurations (and the associated advantages and disadvantages) were briefly

described.

B. EMPHASIS AND FINDINGS OF CURRENT EFFORT

I. Emphasis

The objectives of the current year's effort have been to:

a. Determine the most feasible NIRF configuration for en-

hancing the planning, direction, and conduct of applied

research and exploratory development for Naval intelli-

gence information processing.

_3



b. Determine the optimal composition and responsibilitics

of NIRAG.

c. "Fit" the NIRF and NIRAG concepts within the existing

Navy organizational structure.

d. Identify specific problem areas within Naval intelligence

which NIRF might address.

In order to meet these objectives, the organizational structures of Naval

and other groups (e.g., Army, DIA, CIA) likely to directly or indirectly inter-

face with a NIRF were anal-,zed. Discussions were held with key personnel in

these groups to elicit reactions to the NIRF concept and to identify the organiza-

tions' potential role within the concept in light of their missions and objectives.

Current and proposed Naval intelligence systems (e.g., IOIC, NIPS, NTDS,

CODAS, OSIS) were reviewed by examining available literature and through

discussions with Naval personnel in order to determine what role NIRF might

play in supporting these systems from a research and development standpoint.

The findings based on these analyses and discussions are presented

below. These findings, when coupled with those of the first year's effort, gave

rise to the recommendations listed in Section I-C.

2. Findings

Discussions with senior personnel within the Naval Intelligence Com-

mand and segments of the Naval R&D community have resulted in the following

observations:

0 Personmel in most of the Naval field elements and organiza-

tions visited were favorably disposed towards the aims and

objectives of a Naval Intelligence Research Facility. Their

enthusiasm was dampened, somewhat by an awareness of

the constrainLb and lim&tations under whicf. such a facility

would have to evolve and operate. (These constraints are

discussed in Section I11.)

Organizations contacted are listed in the acknowledgments of this report.
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* In some form or another, many aspects of the proposed

NIRF and NIRAG concepts now exist as uncoordinated activi-

ties in various areas of the Naval intelligence and research

organizations. 1

* There seems to be little awareness among members of the

various elements of the Naval Intelligence Community as to

the nature and extent of the data processing research being

performed. Z

• Presently, there is a growing reluctance on the part of

universities to engage in Department of Defense sponsored

research. Moreover, security restrictions hinder the

awareness of basic and applied researchers (outside the

intelligence community) on the kinds of Naval intelligence

processing problems that must be addressed now or in the

future.

For example, the recently established Information Systems Branch, Mathe-
matics and Information Sciences Division of NRL, encompasses the following
intelligence R&D areis: operating systems development, intelligence analysis.,
intelligence analysts' interfaces, data base validatiurn, information systems ior
ocean surveillance and other intelligence activity, etc.

These R&D areas are most relevant to advancing Naval intelligence procesizir
capabilities and represent the kirids of activities that would be performed in the
Naval Intelligence Research Facility. There are, however, no formal ties
between these activities and the basic intelligence research efforts sponsorctd
by the Information Systems Program of ONR.

Of the 14 contacted, only two members of the Naval Intelligence Command were
aware that the Office of Naval Research sponsored research projects in intelli-
gence.



0 All members of the Naval R&D community contacted (DCNO(D)

and CNR) expressed a willingness to support NIC, but stated

that the Naval Intelligence Command has not expressed an

R&D requirement to improve processing. The formal channel

for NIC's R&D requirements (e. g., the GOR, TSOR, ADO,

etc. ) does not necessarily reflect day-to-day problems of

processing and production.

0 Collection capabilities are still outstripping analysis ca'.a-

bilities. I The project investigators saw no indications that

the gap between collection and analysis capabilities was

closing.

• There does not seem to exist a mechanism to take methods

and techniques, created under ONR sponsorship, smoothly

into exploratory development, test, and evaluation.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS FROM CURRENT EFFORT

HRB-Singer reaffirms the two major recommendations resulting from the

first year's study; and in light of the findings, the need, and the real and antici-

pated constraints, recommends the following courses of action:

I. A Naval Intelligence Research Advisory Group (NIRAG) should be

organized. (See Section LI for a description of the proposed NIRAG.)

This collection/processing imbalance was reaffirmed by NIC-2 personnel oit
29 April 1969 in a presentation of the NIPS (Naval intelligence Processing Sys-
tem). They stated that ". . .collection systems have advanced to such an extent
that it has far outstrippea our availability to process and a.,alyze the collected
information by manual methrjds. "

Similarly, Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligerne (Department of the Ar.rny)
memorandum dated 13 September 1167 to Commanding General U.S. ArrmTy
Combat Developments Command states that "Several reconnaissance a:-.d sur-
veillance studies have idertified a major problecm of Army combat intlligencr
as the inability to handle on a timely Nasis the mass of information rencrated
by current collection means. -

Tho observation has bee'i made by staff pern(xnel within NIC that research re-
sults comning from ONR are too far revnrivrd from their cperations to be p.dgrd
for possible applicationss.



2. Core membership of NIRAG should be selected from OP-92, NIC,

OP-07T, DCNM-Development, ONR, and NRL.

3. Based on a review of its mission and functions, OP-07D (Special

Assistant for Intelligence to DCNO-Development) should serve as

the focal point (chairman) for NIRAG.

4. A Naval Intelligence Research Facility (NIRF) should be established.

(See Section III for a description of the proposed NIRF. )

5. In light of current constraints, NIRF should be implemented as an

integral but distinct activity within an existing facility, viz., the

Information Systems Branch of NRL. 1

6. NIRF should have a full-time nucleus staff of appropriately cleared

personnel to maintain close contacts with both intelligence problems

and R&D advances.

7. NIRAG should be tasked with the implementation and subsequent

evolution of NIRF into a major focusing point for the testing, evaluat-

ing, and transfer of innovations in Naval intelligence processing.

See Section IV for a discussion of •;ther operationul configuration.- which were
considered during this study.
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I. NAVAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH ADVISORY GROUP

Improvement of Naval inteUfigeice processing efforts occur in essentialiy

two ways. Advancing technology and methodology provide increased capabilities

that can be appli - ' to intelligence. Mission oriented RDT&E efforts reduce

recognized defici+-ncies that hinder existing and evolving operations. Critical

to both paths of improvement are effective communications between the Naval

L-tciligence Community aid the R& D Community.

Within the Naval establishment there exists a formal me:hanism for the

Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) to provide guidance to the techni :.I community

(e.g., Naval Material Support Establishment -- N'.AiSE) in plhnning the Navy

research, development, test, and evaluation prograrn.. 1 Long range study docu-

ments describe the future roles and missions of the Navy atid provide broad

guidance for Navy R&D programs. Additionally, the Chief of Naval Operations

is responsible for the preparation of General Operational Requirements (GOR)

which focus on the Navy's most pressing needs within each functional warfare

and support area. Figure I is reproduced from OPNAV INST 3900. 8C and pro-

videb an overview of the formalized exchange between the user (CNO) and the

producer (NMSE or other cognizant developing activity) of research and develop-

i.-,cnt. This dialogue normally exists in the Navy R&D planning and procurement

c-cle for major systems (e.g., those that require RDT&E financing in exce.s

of 25 million dollars or have an estimated production ;nvestment in excess of

100 million dollars).

Implicit within the formal communication channels is the requirement ior

the managerb of the Navy's basic research prog-ams (e.g. , the Office of Naval

Research -- ONR) to be cognizant of the future net-is within the Navy and to plan,

encourage, and support research efforts which may advance fundamental knwl-

edge pertinent to tile Navy t s projected operations. Similarly, thcre is the

i:mplicit requirement for the to'-chnical community to be knowledgablv o'f rrt-.4-r,-;

result* .temming from scientific endeavors *hat are relevant to the frirmulatior.

planning, gand ez:u~ion of mission oriented Rt)TkEf programs.

N.y IRDT&E planning proccdurr- arc- dsc rib•d tin PNAV INST 4o00. 8C
(17 January 19616).
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There are several observations that have led to the conclusion that the

establishment of a Naval Intelligence Research Advisory Group can enhance

the effectiveness and efficiency of this formal linkage between processing prob-

lems of Naval intelligence and the potential for solutions within R&D.

1. There is a need for closer participation by ONR in this communica-

tion chain. Major improvements in Naval intelligence processing will require

further advances in intelligence analysis and synthesis methods. ONR's Con-

tract Research Program provides the Navy with a significant link to the Nation's

scientific community, a fundamental source for the development of processing

methods.

2. There is a need for a mechanism to expedite computer software improve-

ments in intelligence processing, outside the normal cycle provided by the

RDT&E program. For example, the development of algorithms for intelligence

processing need not be tied to large, expensive system effol' , but could pro-

ceed within tihe domain of 6. 1 (Research) and 6. 2 (Exploratory Development)

categories.

In essence, a major role of NIRAG is envisioned as expediting communica-

tions amiong pertinent scientific capabilities, problem oriented exploratory de-

vclopment effotts, and the processing support activities within Naval intelligence.

The following sections describe the mission and functions, organization, and en-

visioned mode of operation for NIRAG.

A. MISSION AND FUNCTIONS

The basic mission of NIRA( would be to serve in an advisory and coordinat-

:ng capacity for exchanging informatioi4 relating to intelligence needs and r,.e-

search capabilities. In short, the mission of NIRAG would be to 'help close tile

co..mnunication gap" between the intelligence and the research communities.

Specifically, NIRAG would perform the following functicns:

I. Identify critical current and anticipated Naval operational intelli-

gence problems.

?. Identify research currently underway (or planned) that may relate

to current and anticipated intelligence needs.

-11 -



3. Identify existing research facilities or capabilities that could

be marshalled against a critical intelligence research require-

ment.

4. Report on progress being made on intelligence research problems

identified previously.

5. Establish priorities of problems to be solved and coordinate the

use of facilities which could be made available for attacking the

problem.

6. Advise where and how basic research efforts could assist in (or

will be required for) solving exploratory development problems.

7. Expedite the demonstration and evaluation of promising approaches

and techniques to the Naval Intelligence Community.

8. Resolve problems of funding and allocation of resources.

Figure 2 summarizes the role of NIRAG in the flow of communications and

introduces the basic transformation functions of NIRF. Under the auspices of

NIRAG, the Naval Intelligence Research Facility transforms pertinent R&D re-

sults into processing capabilities that can be demonstrated to Naval Intelligence.

NIRF, interacting with system development support personnel within NRTSC,

NIPSSA, etc., transforms processing problem areaz; into research objectives

which flow back to NIRAG for further action.

B. ORGANIZATION

The Naval Intelligence Research Advisory Group (NIRAG) would be composed

on one or more spokesmen from the following organizations: OP-07, OP-92,

ONR, NIC, NMC, and NRL. A representative from NIRF, the Naval L'telligence

Research Facility, would also be a member of NIRAG, although he would probably

also wear an NRL "hat" as well. One NIRF representative would serve as

secretary for NIRAG. For coordination and administration purposes, the group

-12-



ORSPONSORED OTHER R&D

NIRAG NIRF

A MAINTAIN AWARENESS OF

WORKS IN THE SCIENCES A

F PERTINENT TO INTELLI-

GENCE PROCESSING. 
A P I D R S A C

a - STIMULATE BASIC RESEARCH EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT

IN AREAS WHERE FUNDA-

MENTAL KNOWLEDGE IS
O E

REQUIRED.

EXPEDITE APPLIED RESEARCH

AND EXPLORATORY DEVELOP-

MENT ON PROBLEMS CON-

FRONTING NAVAL INTELLIGENCE

PROCESSING.

0 - COMUNICATE ANJ DEMONSTRATE

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES AND

TECHNOLOGY TO THE NAVAL

INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY.

E ;DENTIFY NAVAL INTELLIGENCE

PROCESSING PROBLEMS.

FIG. 2 FLOW OF COMMUNICATIONS IN PROPOSED ENVIRONMENT
AP9257
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should be chaired by a representative from OP-07D. 1 The proposed organiza-

tional structure is in Figure 3. The actual number of representatives from each

organization would probably vary as needs changed.

OP-07D

(CHAIRMAN) 1

I Fil
STECHNICAL ANAL.R

& DVI ISORY GRP.i ACNO G CNM NIRFW

FOR OCNO ONR (DEVELOPMENT) (SECRETARY)BOEV) i . 0-2 i( VLOINT

i P-OTT iP9

FIELD
ACTIVITY
(AD HOC)

*VIZ., NFOIO
STIC, NRTSC.
NIPSSA, ETC.
(AS NEEDED)

FIG. 3 PROPOSED ORGANIZATION MEMBERSHIP WITHIN NIRAG
AP9261

OP-07D currently acts as the principal advisor, coordinator, control and

liaison point for the DCNO (Development) in matters pertaining to intelligence.
Staff assistance is provided by OP-07T. However, unlike OP-07D's current
mode of operation, the proposed NIRAG concept would (a) have membership
from various Naval intelligence and R&D groups; (b) concern itself solely with
Naval intelligence processing problems (large and small); and (c) orient itself
to the transition from basic research to development. Chairmanship of NIRAG
would reside in OP-07D. Thus, NIRAG as proposed, would enhance OP-07D's
role (specifically in intelligence processing)and improve the communications
between Naval intelligence, research and development activities.
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This proposed structure of NIRAG brings together the basic responsible

elements renuired in support of Naval intelligence research and development,

e.g.,

Element Responsibilities

OP-92, NIC Sponsors requirements for research,

development, test and evaiuation of

new and improved equipment and tech-

niques -- collaborates on actions to

fill these requirements.

ONR, NRL, CNM Identifies and supports relevant lines

of research and de'velopment pertinent

to the Navy's needs.

OP-07 Assists the Assistant Secretary of the

Navy (R&D) w-ith respect to coordination,

integration, and directioni of the Navy

Research, Development, Test and

Evaluation.

OP-07D Acts as the principal advisor, coordinator,

control and liaison point for the DCNO

(Development) on matters pertaining to

intelligence.

Within NIRAG, OP-92 and NIC are responsible for defining problem areas; ONR,

NRL, and CNM are rcsponsible for identifying relevant lines of research and

development; CNM is responsible for determining which Naval laboratories can

augment NIRF's activities with respect to critical problems; and ONR and CNIM

are responsible for the financial support of NIRF and ill related R&D efforts.

The chairman (OP-07D) of NIRAG is responsible for coordination and, through

the assistance of the Technical Analysis and Advisory Group (OP-07T), aids in

the promulgation of necessary GOR's, etc.

!
S~-15-
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C. MODE OF OPERATION

A suggested mode of operation would include a mirimum of four meetings

"a year. The meetings would be structured by an agenda which would include, at

"a minimum, critical problems to be attacked, piogress made in addressing

problems identified in previous sessions, current research underway or planned

that would be pertinent to the Naval intelligence community. :

These items constitute the basic agenda of any NIRAG meeting. Ad hoc

participants could also be summoned to report on specific aspects or develop-

ments under their cognizance which relate to the issues under discussion.

If both NIRAG and NIRF are implemented, NIRAG would, in addition to the

above functions, discuss problems that have arisen or can be expected to arise

in the pursuance of NIRF's activity. At each meeting, NIRAG should also under-

take to evaluate NIRF's progress to date, as reported by the NIRF spokesman,

and recommend appropriate action to be taken in the future. As a matter of

course, all NIRF's activities sh-uld he ý- .raluated on at least a quarterly basis.

It is suggested, as one means for better acquainting NIRAG members with

the capabilities and facilities of the various research and intelligence organiza-

tions, that the formal meetings of the group be held on a rotating basis at the

facilities of the different members constituting the group.

All formal meetings of the group wotid be supplemented by special ad hoc

meetings as the need arose. Thus, should a critical need be identified by the

NIC menber of NIRAG, a special meeting could be called specifically f,'r this

purnose.

* It should be noted that R&D activities of DIA. CIA. and NSA are unportant
sources for advancing Naval intelligence processing; thus. NIRAG should
in:erfacc with these activities in fulfilling iAs communications and coordinatirg
responsibilities.



III. NAVAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH FACILITY

Discussion of the Naval Intelligence Research Facility (NIRF) within this

chapter is separated into two distinct sections. The first section presents the

underlying rationale of the NIRF concept. The second section presents the

recommended form for NIRF; its mission and functions, organizational fit within

the Navy, mode of operation, and resource requirements.

A. RATIONALE

Information science, although a newly emerging field, is most pertinent to

the improvement of the art and science of intelligence processing. I The unique

problem. of intelligence, however, limit the direct transfer of innovations being

developed within this rapidly expanding field. Moreover, the accelerating pace

of scientific discovery is creating a gap between the practicing engineer and the

researcher. ' There exists a need to fill this gap with dedicated professionals

who force the pace of technological change by intelligently sifting the vast flow

of new concepts and techniques, testing their applicability within an area of

specialization, and expediting the translation and transfer of useful information

between the research community and the world of practice. I

The Naval Intelligence Research Advisory Group, as outlined in Chapter 1I,

will play a vital role in bridging the gap between the Nation's R&D capabilities

and the processing problems of Nav,-. Intelligence. As a coordinating and corn-

munications node in the Naval Intelligence R&D network, NIRAG wi!l undoubtedly

expedite the flow of useful information among developers and users of processiliv

methods and technologies. There are, however, two fundamental reasons why the

Several years ago. the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board(PFIA\
recognized the problem of an imbalance 3etween intelligence collection and
processing capabilities and concluded that ". . . an appropriate combination of
improved machine and human techniques for the processing of intelligence was'
called for. Specifically, the PFIAB turned to information science... ". See
Appendix B of this report for further extracts from the paper "An Information
Science Center for the Intelligence Community. "

Ford Park. "Tomorrow's Engineer." Sc.ence and Technology. Decomher 1•67.

Robert R. Mackie. et a&., Translation *nd Application of Psychological Re-
search. J3-nuary 1967.
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NIRAG concept alone is insufficient to fully expedite the development and applica-

tion of processing innovations in Naval Intelligence. These reasons, in brief,

are

I. Security requirements prohibit direct communications of intelligence

processing problems to the Nation's scientific and technical community. There

exists a need to transform these problem areas into unclassified (or le-s sensi-

tive) research objectives and, unfortunately, this transformation function is

extremeLy difficult. A long history of unsuccessful systems has shown that it

cannot be accomplished by casual observation of the processing efforts or

through periodic discussions with intelligence personnel.

2. An awareness of innovations is only the first step in the process lead-

ing to the application and adoption of novel methods and techniques. Communi-

cation lines must be augmented with the means for potential users to try, test,

and evaluate R&l) results. Moreover, feedback from these test efforts are

vital to furthering system development.

Within the context of this study, one can identify technical personnel withint

organizations such as NIPSSA, NRTSC, STIC, etc., as "practicing engineers,

dedicated to the support of various Naval intelligence processing functions.

There exists a need to support these engineers with a research and experimen-

tation team that would be conversant in the field of information science and

whose talents are focused towards the processing problems of naval intelligence.

The envisioned Naval Intelligence Research Facility is a necessary augmenta-

tion of the NIRAG concept and provides the environment and resources necessary

to this transformation and transfer function. The following discussion examines

the two rva-ons given above as rationale for the Navy's implementation of

IR. Need for Better Problerm% Definitions

The- intelaligence analyst is the liub of tfe processing effort. Ifis ex-

pvri:-nce and subject knowledge are vital to the :ntcllectua-' processes requared

in data interpretation, evaluatinn, analais, and synthe:.es. L~ike all involved

prnofssionals. he has little time to diagnose his problems and. in fact. prob-bly

could not if th.' time were, made available.
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The intellectual activities of the intelligence analyst have a reasonable

counterpart in the creative activitics of scientists and technologists. "Re-

s( archers in the field of informatior, needs and uses gave up the approach of

asking scientists and technologists for their opinions at least ten years ago,

after it had been shown to produce poor and often entirely misleading results. ''

Because the analysts' activities are often intellectual, direct observa-

tion of his efforts reveal little about how these processes can be aided or

improved. Thus, one cannot expect to gain extensive valuable insights into

the design of new and better intelligence processing system.i by asking the

analyst what he needs or by observing him in operation. Z

In general, there are three courses of action that can provide better

problem definition to orient intelligence processing R& D. These are

a. Implement an educational program to cross-train intelligence

analysts in the tools of the information sciences. This approach has bcen

recently adopted, and the Information Science Center at the Defense Intelli-

gence School will begin its first program of instruction in early 1970.

b. Implement a program to involve qualified information scientists

and engineers with real intelligence proc-,ssing problems. Such a prograni

could provide selected individuals with the opportunity to gain background i, -

formation at the intelligence training centers and on-the-job participation in,

intelligence processing activities.

c. L-nplement an experimentation program involving participating

analysts where sufficient control can be exercised to insure that change." il

performance can be traced back to variations in the variables of interest --

e. g.. innovations in processing methods.

Annual Review of Information Science and Technology, Volume 4. 1969 F~n-
cyclopedia Britannic&, Inc. . Chicago. Illinois (p. 21).

" It should be noted, however, that som.e "mechanical" aspects of proce,•--,,p
( .g. . file maintenance, report writing and editing. etc. ) may be examin,-d
throagh typical time-motion analysi.5 of data flowing through a procr:sirr, facil:tV.



The first two courses of action operate under the premise that pe;-sonnc,1, who

know both the problems and the range of potential capabilities, car! make better

judgments about appropriate R&D direction than those who know (at most) one

side of the coin. The third course of action considers that even enlightened

opinion is fallible and that significant improvement can only occur after there

exists an objective means for measuring differences among alternatives.

Experience in other fields is beginning to indicate that all three courses

of action should be followed simultaneously. M. 1. T. 's project INTREX (lIrfor-

niation Transfer Experiments) is one example. In this program, the problems

of the lib.-ary and information transfer are being attacked with the ever improving

capabilities of data processing, storage, retrieval, communications, and dis-

play ttochouluogies. Librarians are beginning to learn about computers, and

computer entrepreneurs are beginning to appreciate the problems associated

with the care and feeding of large library complexes. I

2. Need for Expediting the Adoption of Useful Processing Innovations

Improvement in intelligence processing will be accomplished by in-

creasing both the mechanical and creative aspects of information handling within

this community. The continuing development of computers, microform and

imaging systems, communication networks, etc., will undoubtedly remain major

technologies for managing and exploiting intelligence information. These s-ame

technologies are, of course, dominant in all fields where information is a

significant resource to be used and reused in support of man's decision pro-

cesses. Because the need is so wide spread, there is little doubt that by the

year ZOO)r, infornmation processing technology will have etched its mark on

history like the industrial revolution and the nuclear era. "

An important point in this interaction is that problem discussions and research
results fiow through both communities (i.e. . the library and computer fieldls).
stimulating further activities beyond the level of support provided INTRFX.

:The -ear ZOQ0, A Framework for Speculation on the Next ThirtTyhree Year.,s
-'nif T. anzd Weiner, A. 1.. 1967, The MacMilian Company, New ork

(p. R7).
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As the United States advanced tLchnology and active markets encourage

data handlitig innovations, a spectrum of processing concepts continues to

emerge which may be applicable to Naval Intelligence. One sizeable probiem

in this environment is the difficulty of selecting and integrating appropriate

innovations into evolving intelligence systems. I NIRAG will increase the Naval

Intelligence Community's awareness of important processing advances by

improving communications among the researchers, system developers, and

system users. There are, however, three other places where improvement

could expedite the application of useful processing innovations.

Once an individual is aware of a novel concept, there are usually three

additional stages that precede his decision to adopt the innovation. 2 These are

the interest, trial, and evaluation stages of the adoption process. This process

car, be acceierated by augmenting the activities within each stage and by reduc-

ing the lag time between stages. 3 In this respect, meaningful demonstrations

are ar. order of magnitude more useful than technical reports for arousing user

interest in a technique or technology. Moreover, once interest has been stimu-

lated, convenient user participation is important throughout the trial and evalua-

tion stages. It is envisioned that NIRF, the proposed vehicle for a continuing

experimentation and exploratory development program, could provide the neces-

sary functions to (1) transform potentially useful R&D results into demonstrat-

able techniques against (real or realistic) intelligence problems, (2) assist in

applying processing innovations and aiding in their evaluation, and (3) guiue

farther research and system development efforts through knowledge gained in

these RDT&E activities.

In general, an "appropriate" innovation is one which provides a desired capa-
bility at an acceptable cost.

ZSee, for example, Diffusion of Innovations, Everett M. Rogers, 1967, New York:

The Free Press.

' Other important factors influencing the adoption process include: the r.tiuve
of the exposure of the innovation, r,)e of opinion leaders (individuals who in-
Cuence the diffusion of new ideas--e.g.. management), activities of change
agents (professionals who influence the adoption decision--e. g.. R&D leaders.
vendors, etc. ). and the extent of personal communications among invw-wd
individuals.
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B. BASIC CONCEPT

The essential concept of NTIa" is to provide a core capability necessary in

transforming (1) vague problemn areas into specific research objertives and

(2) general research results inte demonstratable capabilities. This concept

encompasses a need to perform (1) vxperiments to determine what influences

s, stem improvement and (2) exploratory development efforts to integrate and

test new concepts against problems of intelligence. To be effective, NIRF

personnel must have sensitive awareness of existing and planned Naval Intelli-

gence systems and must be able to communicate with both the scientists and

engineers within the R&D community and the analysts, interpreters, operators,

etc., who have the task of producing intelligence from the colle.cted data.

I. Mission and Functions

The basic mission of NIRF would be to provide the Navy with the means

for advancing, testing, and evaluating data processing innovations relcvant to

improving Naval Intelligence capabilities. To carry out this mission, the NIRF

would perform the following functions.

a. Develop and maintain a continuous in-hou.;e exploratory develop-

ment program to test, evaluate and demonstrate emerging methods and tech-

nologies in the information and computer sciences (or Naval Intelligence

applications.

Promising approaches and techniques should be tested and evaluated

on genuine data and, where tests show positive results, NIRF personnel would

dlemonstrate te'chnical feasibility to selected members of the Naval Intelligence

Cormmunity.

NIRF -should maintain a library of tapes, source reports. etc., (represn'erng
the various input data being processed by Naval Intelligence personnel) for
.•nalyszs and testing purposes.

mm m m~m-22 -



b. Assist NIRAG in supporting DCNO (Development) and ACNO (Intelii-

gence by identifying and assessing -important trends in science and technology

pertinent to intelligenc'ý processing and production.

In performing this function, the NIRF staff should evaluate cur-

rent research underway for possible application to current or anticipated prob-

lems of intelligence p'ocessing. The NIRF staff would also identify areas for

which additional developmental or basic research is required. This informa-

tion would be of particular interest to ONR and CNM since it would provide

guidance for committing funds and manpower on future efforts.

c. Support NIRAG in maintaining communications between Naval

Intelligence offices and the scientific community on problems and develop-

ments of mutual interest.

Because intelligence R&D studies are often excluded from normal

communication channels, NIRF can provide a major service to Naval Intelli-

gence by filtering and channeling information between tha two communities. In

this function, NIRF can support NIRAG by maintaining a file of classified

studies, R&D reports, etc., that can be used in support of qualified research

efforts. Additionally, NIRF should participate in existing avenues for exchang-

ing information (e.g., attending conferences sich as MORS, visiting research

sites such as the Army's Behavior and Systems Science Research Laboratory,

maintaining contact with groups examining similar problems such as the Infor-

mation Science Center at DIS and the planned Experimentation Facility of DIA).

d. Provide support to specific R&D contract efforts sponsored by ONR

and CNM as directed by NIRAG.

The facilities, professional staff, and data bases available at NIRF

can significantly aid R&D efforts by expediting the contractor's acquiring prob-

lem awareness, background of previous R&D thrusts, representative data, etc.

Conversely, it is envisioned that NIRF may seek contractor assistance with

in-house projects which may necessarily exceed the scope of available resources.
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2. Organizational Fit Within the Navy

In addition to recommending the establishment of a Naval Intelligence

Research Facility (NIRF), it is recommended that NIRF be I- zated within the

Naval Research Laboratory.' The description of NRL states that "In its inves-

tigations of broad scientific areas, in considering its findings for potential mili-

tary applications, and in furnishing to the Naval Systems Commands and

Secretariat expert consultative services related to science and military systems,

NRL functions as the corporate laboratory of the Navy. ", This description

further states that, "The mission of the Naval Research Laboratory is to con-

duct scientific research and development in the physical sciences and related

fields directed toward new and improved materials, equipment, techniques,

and systems for the Navy. '

The combination of the preceding description of NRL and the findings

presented in this report identifies NRL as a most appropriate parent organiza-

tion for NIRF. Specifically, the Information Systems Branch of NRL appears to

be a logical setting for NIRF. This branch is currently charged with informa-

tion systems research in areas of surveillance and intelligence, computer

sciences, information system development, to name a few. 4 Therefore, it now

performs (at least partially) the role envisioned for NIRF. Although this branch

is not exclusively orienttd to intelligence-related research, the Information

Systems Branch does have most of the essential "ingredients" for performing

the NIRF mission. Some of these "ingredients" include: (a) a technical staff,

(b) physical facilities, (c) computer (forthcoming), (d) security clearances,

(e) access to a wide range of expertise pertinent to naval intelligence processing

problems, and (f) a location in close proximity to major staff elements and field

activities within naval intelligence.

This recommendation is based, in part, on the findings presented in Section I-B.

2 Extracted from the document titled Naval Research Laboratory, dated 15 April

1969.

3 IBID.

4 It should be noted that the Information Systems Branch is currently supporting
NAVELEX in formulating the concept for the OASIS program.
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Within the area of intelligence processing (NIRF's prime areas of con-

sideration), extensive coordination will be required between the NIRF staff and

other processing groups, e.g., NRTSC (image processing), STIC and the EW

Division of NRL (signal processing), etc. Groups such as these would provide

valuable assistance, within their processing specialties, to NIRF's activities.

NIRF then, would not attempt to duplicate the efforts of groups such as these,

but instead would augment this existing expertise in its own efforts. Figure 4

illustrates the recommended organizational setting of NIRF within the Navy

structure and the interaction between NIRF and other groups.

3. Mode of Operation

Two types of intelligence-related R&D should take place under the

NIRF configuration as presently envisioned.

a. Problem-Oriented R&D -- Priorities for this type of activity

would be assigned by NIRAG. It is anticipated that most of NIRF's effort and

monies would be utilized in this orientation.

b. Capability/Technology-Oriented R&D -- In this type of activity,

the NIRF staff would have the freedom to pursue items of interest which, in

general, may hold promise for intelligence processing. This type of activity,

although goal-oriented in the sense that it is a means of relating current tech-

nology to intelligence processing, is essentially "undirected. " It permits an

element of flexibility in NIRF's operations in that promising, relevant research

can be examined and tested as part of the continuous R&D program without

recommendations from NIRAG.

The following steps illustrate NIRF's involvement in problem-oriented

activity (see also Figure 5):

a. R&D program priorities are assigned by NIRAG. 1 These research

problems may be generated by OP-92, NIRF staff members, NIC field activities,

etc. Figure 5 illustrates the basic steps against an "approved' example problem

area formulated by NNIPSSA.

1 The program for NIRF should be outlined annually to facilitate planning. How-

ever, in order to review and update NIRF's efforts, quarterly sessions should
be held, with additional sessions as required.
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ASSUME NIPSSA HAS NEED FOR A CAPABILITY TO RAPIDLY AND ACCURATELY WITEGRATE INTELLIGENCE
INFORMATION FROM A NUMBER OF SENSORS INTO A UNIFIED FORMAT FOR MACHINE PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS.

NON-NAVY SCIENTIFIC NAVY RESEARCA AND
COMMUNITY INTELL:lENCE COMMUNITY

(START

NIRAG, NIRF TEAMR S E NIPSSAAND NIPSSA MEET TO NIRGASIGN RECOGNIZES AND

PRIORITY ANDOFATNANUNDRWAY

L IT _CC A EIE RBE
DISCUSS PROBLEM AND PARTOTAER INTERESTEO

-O SPECIFY PROBLEM DISC USSGIOR
PARAMETERS 3. CONFER INTEGRATION

NIRF PERSONNEL
O. REVIEW RESEARCH (PAST

O OAND UNDERWAY)

DEMONS'RTION FO

SURVEY(S) 2N REVIEW OTHER PERTI-
(AS REQUIRED) NENT LITERATURE OTHER INTERESTED

NAVY GROUPS
INFORMED OF

3. CONFER WITH RE- ACTIVITIES

EUNIVERSITIES 
M 

SEARCHERS, AND

CONTRACTORS L I 4. PERFORM RESEARCHALONE

FOR WITH OUTSIDE HELP
OTHER GOV'T

GROUPS I

BXEINASIC N R N ESEARCH

DEMONSTRATION FORi | NIPSSA, NIRAG AND
I OTHER INTERESTED NAVY

I GROUPS VIA NRL COMPUTER
II AND NIPSSA TERMINAL

PR OBLEM ANALYSIS '

INDICATES SOME AREAS
REQUIRING FURTHER

BASIC RESEARCH

i ON RECIVE•IMPLEMENTATION BY NIPSSA

IDEAS AND RECOMIMENDATIONS
FOR FUNDING

BASIC RESEARCH

FIG. 5 OPERATIONAL ILLUSTRATION OF NIRF
AP9260
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b. NIRF identifies scope of problem; nature and source of program

team; facilities, data bases, equipments beyond those available in NIRF and

presents plans to NIRAG for coordination.

c. A program team is established and R&D effort begun. The

sequence of events within this step would be dictated by the nature of the

problem.

In those cases where a dernunst ratable "solution" is not reruvirt.: in

NIRF's efforts (e.g., a study), the mode of operation would be simply to con-

duct the study and publish findings. Depending upon the nature of the rsearch,

dissemination may be limited only to that organization in which the spcicfic

problem arcse. On the other hand, findings that might have a more unfv,:'i.-:.

application could be disseminated throughout the intelligence (and research)

community by means of special reports or a periodic newsletter.

In the event that a "solution" to a problem required the developin•nt oft

a particular technique or a procedure, additional steps in the cycle would bth

necessary. These steps would include evaluating the procedure against a

variety of problems to which it would be addressed, demonstrating the pro-

ceciure to the intended uses and other potential users in the intelligence corm-

rmunity, and training new users how to apply the technique to their own prob-

lems. The demonstration phaet- is an important step since NIRF's efforts

(in the problem-oriented mode) are geared toward practical (not theoretical)

solutions.

The capability/technology-oriented mode of operation would involve ,,11-

going development, literature reviews, site visits, etc. Coll,.ctively, this

niodle would comprise those functions described in Section 11-B. I.. T'he value

of these "undirectcd" activities is that they provide a means for rnakinL4 avail-

able to the program team latest research findings, maintain the staff's awart,-

ness and familiarization with the current state-of-the-art, and hence, incr, a,

their capabilities to address quickly new problenws as they arise.

4. Resource Requirements

The general resources necessary to the NIRF concept can -,- readily

-tated. That is, successful translation and transfer of useful proc,-si: inin,,v.1-

twns occur only when there is a proper conjunction of
-28.-



a. recognized need,

b. competent personnel with relevant scientific or

technological ideas,

c. financial support, and

d. user involvement.

Given that NIRF may exist within the Naval Research Laboratory and

would operate under the direction of the proposed Naval Intelligence Research

Advisory Group, the following are assumed:

a. recognized need will stem from problem priorities formnu-

lated by OP92 and through internally generated research

questions (suggested by R&D experimentation approved

by NIRAG).

b. competent personnel with relevant ideas are available to

NIRF through ONR's contract Research Program, CNM's

in-house laboratories, NIC's field activities (e.g., STIC,

NRTSC, NIPSSA) through coordination provided by NIRAG

and by direct contract with R&D organizations and agencies.

c. financial support beyond that suggested in the above courc'i-

nation activities can be made available through ONR's budget

to NRL and through OP-92/NIC sponsorship of exploratory

development programs within CNM.

d. user involvement, an important and most flifficuzlt resource.

requirement, can be made available under appropriý,te

circumstances by OP-9-/NIC through NIRAG c(,ordination.

Ihis section examines the fundamental con sidc rations that influence reOU r•ct

planning for NIRF and summarizes base line resources requirlentws for

iniplementing the NIRF concept as outlined in this chapter.

a. Fundamental Consideratiuns

There are three fundamental considerations that influence the rev-

source planning f(or NIRF. In brief these arc



(1) Scope of NIRF's activities -- depth of involvement in

the different phases of the RDT&E spectrum for the

various processing areas (e.g., signal, imaging,

text).

(2) Level of activity -- number of problems simultaneously

addressed by NIRF and response requiren .nts placed on

these efforts.

(3) Extent of other pertinent resources available to NIRF --

degree that existing R&D results, personnel, equip-

ment, etc., can be effectively utilized in NIRF's

programs.

Additionally, there are two overriding criteria that pervade these considera-

tions of NIRF's resources, i.e. , (I) today's limited R&D budgets underscore

the need for minimal cost expenditures, and (2) suct.ess of the concept is

dependent upon obtaining a sufficient critical mass to insure that output re-

.•ults are visabi-! effective.

(1) Scope of Activity

It is reasonable to suspect that the rapid pace of informa-

tion systems t.-chnology wii. continue to produce innovations which, while not

developed specifically for Naval intelligence, will have important applications

to the processing efforts i'"H this field. ' Therefore, fortuitous advances can he

niade in a planned program to selectivelv integrate and test available and

emerging techniqles and tecunologies.

Fhere is a g-rowi.ig bclief in the field of information -:cienc.

that "softtware' (programming techniquts, algorithms, leuristics, etc. ) bignif,-

c-antly lags behind htrdware technology, and that sy.,tem improvement will ht.

o'or example -- full text processing (library), diagnostic tec iques (i .,i,-ir,,.
Xe.r-pticn aaialysis (management), computer graphic terhniqtw. (enginetrinc;.

large screen displays (ccmmard and control), etc.
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more influenced by advances in processing methods than by further strides in

hardware sophistication. I Therefore, it is recommended that NIRF focus its

attention on the software information engineering aspects of Naval Intelligence

processing systems.

In general, there are two facets to information engineering.

One aspect is concerned with maintaining and improving existing systems; the

other aspect forces the pace of technological change by designing, developing,

and critically analyzing experimental systems. Engineering specialists now

exist within the field activities of the Naval Intelligence Command who under-

stand the structure, function, and day-to-day operation of the existing pro-

cessing support systems. 2 NIRF's activities should interface with the needs

of these engineers to improve processing operations. Additionally, personnel

within NLRF must be capable of designing, developing, and critically analyzing

experimental systems configured with state-of-the-art hardware and emerging

software techniques; they must be able to identify the merits of various R&D

activities with respect to Naval Intelligence Processing problems. Thus, NIRF's

essential operations should lie predominately in the area of exploratory develop-

mer.t (DOD category 6. 2) and the staff's background must encompass the funda-

mental facets of information engineering (e. g., mathematics, statistics, logic)

with emphasis in the following subjects:

(a) experimental analysis of subject matter;

(b) progrimming languages;

(c) the design of experiments;

'lComputers are coming to represent an increasingly small part of an infor-
mation system. . ..In other terms, the most import:ant segment of the industry
is software. " Nicolas ;cquier, "Computer industry Gaps," Science" and
Technology, September 1969, No. 91, (p. 19).

That is, NRTSC (imaging systems), STIC (signal and acoustic proccssingý.
and NIPSSA (computer manipulation of textual information).
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(d) language data processing;

(e) operations research;

(f) human factors relevant to the man-system, interface.

(2) Level of Activity

There are two major factors which should influence the level

otf R&D activity within NIRF. First, the activity level should be directly re-

lated to ý.he Navy's needs and desires to gain improved intelligence systems.

Second, req'irements on NIRF's operations should be inversely related to the

availability of good definitive system development specifications. The inter-

play between these two points is evident in f'he present efforts to further develop

the Navy's ocean surveillance information system. The existing need for

improved all-source data processing and dissemination has created an intensivw

effort to define an Ocean Surveillance Information System. Hardware and soft-

ware specifications for this system have been hampered, however, by the lack

of definitive data concerning the analyst's processing needs, command require-

nients for output data, and an objective assessment of the present state-of-the

art in processing techniques and technologies. Without these critical inputs,

dtesign personnel are often tempted to develop system concepts based on the

upper bounds of the state-of-the-art This, of course, can frequently lead to

excessive system costs.

Because NIRF's operations will develop and maintain a con-

tinuing assessment of processing innovations with respect to their applicaiility

to Naval Intelligence, NIRF will eventually significantly improve the system

(iesin process. F-or example, the trade-off factors among volatile displays

.UId paper generating devices in operational intelligence data processir-. are

inmportant in considering the analyst's interfaces within NOSIC. These factor.,

w,,uld, n,) doubt, be well investigated by now if NIRF had been oper4tional Ov,-r

th. past several years. Furthermore, through a continuing program of v-xpert-

r-wittation, important understanding may be gained cosicerning the efft-cts. of

"tTward an Education Base (or the Information Sciences and tnforatio.0tn

rgitne-ring, " Robert S. Taylor, FiroceedingWns of the Sy oiusin on Vt!ttca-
ti,' for the Information Science. r~a" Books. Washington. -El C..1z,
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various processing techniques on system performance, e.g., does all collected

data have to be processed into computer storage or could less expensive micro-

form storage be effectively utilized?

It is reasonable to expect that system development require-

ments will fluctuate as intelligence requirements change in support of command

planning. Moreover the availability of definitive systean specifications is most

likely problem dependent. I Thus, the required activity imposed on a NIRF-type

operation can be expected to vary considerably over time. This anticipated

activity fluctuation dictates that NIRF be designed with a fair amount of flexi-

bility to accommodate changec in both the types and amount of R&D undertaken

within in any given fiscal period.

(3) Available Resources External to NIlRF

The energy required to translate and transfer processing in-

novations into Naval Intelligence operations is, of course, dependent upon the

degree of translation required. A major contention of this report is that the

translation effort must eventually demonstrate and test the innovation so that

its possible advantage can be rea-fily perceived by potential users and Navy

management. Given this perspective of the translation fwiction, there are, in

general, three aspects of emerging R&D results that influence the transforma-

tion process. These are

(a) the degree that tt e concept addresses recognized

problems of Naval Intelligence,

(b) the extent that the concept is compatible with exist-

ing systems within Naval prc--essing centers, and

(c) the amount of "real worldr" involvement (e.g.,

analyst participation) required in the develop-

ment and test efforts.

That is, the amount of directed activity requiled from NIR.L is probably
dependent upon the type of systerm being considered. For example, dispay
requirements for text presentation are presently better understood than those
for real-time, in-flight, image presentation. In one case, the available
literature may suffice in support of system sprcifti:3nirs; in the other; how-
ever, experimentation may be re~juired to develnp reasonable drvr.opnierit
guidelines.
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Thus, it is evident, for example, that improved communications between ONR's

Contract Research Program and Naval Intelligence could expedite the applica-

tion of RP&D results to intelligence processing efforts. As research managers

within ONR identify research effots which may offer new capabilities to .n-

telligence, NIRF personnel could be made aware of the R&D activities. Direct

communications between the principal investigator and NIRF engineers could,

in some instances, suffice in determining if further activity were war' ant.,!.

If continuing investigations were called f( r, direct coupling of the innovator and

the problem oriented engineer would significantly reduce exploratory develop-

ment time and effort. Similar potential R&D improvement exists between NIRI"

and projects sponsored by CNM. Information handling techniques developed for

commntand and control, for example, will often have spin-off impact on intelli-

gence processing and dissemination R,& D activities.

"There are two new major activities outside the Pepartment (f

the Navy which may have impact on NIRF's operations. These are

(a) The Information Science Center, a community-

wide facility located at the Defense Intelligence

School.

(b) The proposed Experimentation Facility now

being studied by the R& D Subcommittee of

USIB's Intelligence Handling Committee.

Conceivably, the Information Science Center mdsy emerge as a major focus point

in the testing . basic analytical techniques. In its somewhat unique position of

having intelligence analysts (removed fro-,, -'perationai pressure) involved in ir-

vestigating techniques of the information sciences, tile iSC can examine t,. natkirý"

,f the analysts' interfaces within processirng system. Because large nu:niers of

different kinds of analysts are expected in this traininig program, the effe•ts of

different :ncthods on different problem types (e. g. , hasic intelligelnce, operattiuro

,titt-Iligvnce, etc. ) can be investigated.

'rho status of the Fxperimentation Facility (EF' :s not _settle-d

AN (if the n•ate of this report. The concept essentially parallels that of thc Nliý(

,-.ce-pt tha.t the 1,•-ru., i0 .-z the entire intelligence corntirunity as opposedt ,, -

,,-ritr~nin tJnC -n oan ne facet %tuch •s Naval Intelligcrnc. There arc at !ei.st tm.v,

<ivv rý.ent ;-%ths that E.V may "ollow., i. -.



(a) Centralized concept -- one major program en-

compassing a wi 'e range of R&D activities for

the several agencies and services within the

intelligence community. If such a prog.am

effectively included Naval interests' then the

requiremt',ts for NIRF would be greatly re-

duced, if not eliminated.

(b) Decentralized concept - one smaller program,

concentrating on broad fundamental questions

effecting all groups and interfacing with the

problem oriented R&D activities of the various

agencies and seLvices. In this instance, the

requ'.rements for a NIRE-type - ivity exists,

albeit the scope of its operations could be some-

what reduced because of EF's activities.

In any event, the Navy, through its R& -) subcommittee membership, should

continue to monitcc the statue of EF and fit the evolving concept against that

of NjRF.

b. Base Line Rescurces

Because there are many variables which influence NIRF's re-

source requiremen -at lie beyond the scope of this investigation, this report

cannot delineate specific resourceýs required iii implementing NIRF. The

following discussion will, howevec, review briefly the guidelines set forth in

the previous report and examine plausible base line resources required in

each category (i.e. , personnel, security clearances, information center,

processing system, general facilities, location, and operating funds).

(1) Personnel

People will be the most important resource of NIRF. The

staff must be able to communicate with both the scientific arid intelligence com-

nrunities and their work must advance understanding and operation of intelli-

gence processing systems.



Because NIRF's functions include critical monitoring and

analyzing progress in the information sciences, the staff requirements of

federally sutported information analysis centerr were reviewed to determine

personnel requirements in what were considered to be analogous operations.

rhe following table illustrates the staffing of five selected centers.

FULL TIME PART TIME PROF. SUPPORT

BATTELLE DEFENDER INFORMATION 7 u 2 5
ANALYSIS CENTER

DEFENSE ATOMIC SUPPORT AGENCY 10 6
INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTER

ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE ON LIBRARY 5 1 3.5 2.5
AND INFORMATION SCIENCES

INFRARED ANALYSIS CENTER 4.5 5

APPLIED SCIENCE DATA GROUP 9 3

*DATA NOT AVAILABLE AP9258

In considering the emerging COSATI data base of federally

sponsored R&D efforts in the information and computer sciences and the exist-

ing avenues for channeling data pertinent to the trends in these fields, 2 a full-

time staff of three professionals within NIRF seems adequate t') support the in-

formation transfer function. 3

1 Dir .ctory of Federally Supported Information Analysis Centers, April 1968,
Committee on Scientific and Technical Information (COSATI).

2 For example, published literature such as The Annual Review of Inforination

Science and Technology, Computing Reviews, Scientific Information Notes;
and annual meetings such as Congress on the Information System Sciences,
American Society Information Science, Association for Computing Machinery,
National Microfilm Association, etc.

It should be noted that this also represents a minimum concept for NIRF, i. e.,
a small staff of professional "Honest Brokers" of emerging processing con-
cepts within the R&D environment.
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Additionally, the NIRY concepts includes exploratory develop-

ment, experimentation, test, and evaluation of processing concepts. It is

anticipated that NIRF would have a small resident staff and would augment its

personnel with program team members drawn from appropriate Naval Field

Activities, in-house Naval laboratories, and outside consultants and contractors.

While the R&D staff requirement is strongly influenced by the facility's activi-

ties, aniinirnal requirement would be to have one researcher per unique

processing area. Thus, for example, text processing, image processing, and

signal processing could require at least three full-time software engineers.

Efficient utilization of the time of these professionals requires at least one

engineer's assistant for three research engineers and one clerk/typist for each

group of ten professionals.

Research engineers must maintain close contact with the

literature in their field. Similarly, subject specialists who review literature

are probably more perceptive of R&D trends if they maintain "hands on" con-

tact with their field. Thus, the two funcLions of NIRF can probably be best

performed by the same individuals. An estimate of NIRF's minimum basic

personnel requirements would be as follows:

6 Professionals

2 Engineer's Assistants

1 Clerk/Typist

9 Full-Time Personnel

(2) Security Clearances

Security must not limit the dialogue between Naval Intelligence

and NIRF. Facility and communications security must be adequate to permit

realistic experimentation and demonstration.

A survey of 61 intelligence R&D programs within HRB-Singer

revealed that key project personnel must have full access to intelligence

analysts, reports, etc., pertinent to understanding of the problem. Major work-

ing areas may often be Secret, with conference areas, storage facilities ard

some working areas limited to Special Access Clearances.
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(3) Information Center

Source of basic reference works of the information sciences

and formal documentation within Naval Intelligence (e. g., GORs, SORs, PTAs,

etc.). Because there presently exists a number of significant technical infor-

mation centers, clearinghouses, etc. , 1 NIRF can utilize these resources and

need concentrate only on problems in the flow of data between intelligence prob-

lems areas and qualified R&D personnel. Thus, the Information Center asso-

ciated with NIRF should maintain a collection of R&D reports, studies, staff

papers, etc., disseminated by the r-arious intelligence agencies and services

pertinent to processing activities. 2 Additionally, NIRF should have available

to its staff, consultants, and contractors appropriate intelligence material

reflecting the data bases being processed and maintained within Naval Intelli-

gence. Items within this collection should be catalogued, indexed, and

periodically announced in a selective dissemination program supporting quali-

fied R&D activities (e.g., specified ONR contract research programs, projects

under the direction of NIRAG, etc.).

(4) Processing System

The processing system supporting NIRF's activities must

(a) be suitable for interactive nan-machine experimentation against basic

Naval Intelligence inputs and products (e. g. , text, images, and signals and

(b) must be suitable for demonstrating and testing advanced processing

methods. A likely configuration of basic equipment would include

1For example, the Defense Documentation Center, the Clearinghouse for

Federal Scientific and Technical Information, The Defense Information
Analysis Centers, the Navy Automated Research and Development Informa-
tion System, Science Information Exchange, The National Referral Center
for Science and Technology.

2 In addition to the PTA's, for example, all referenced studies (su'h as the
numerous efforts to define the Sea Surveillance program) should oe maintained.
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FILM STORAGE OPTICAL
AND RETRIEVAL DISPLAY

There are two reasons why the R&D processing system should

be compatible with operational systems utilized within Naval Intelligence.

First -- meaningful experimentation may often require emulation of an opera-

tional processing effort. The R&D activities could take advantage of existing

software capabilities vAthin operational intelligence systems if the equipment

configurations are compatible. Second -- R&D created processing routines

could be transferred from the laboratory to the operational environment for

"freal world" testing (without extensive software redevelopment) if compatibility

existed between the two systems. Naval Intelligence now utilizes a variety of

different processing configurations, 1 thus compatibility of an R&D system with

all existing operating systems is not practical. Planning is underway, however,

to develop a Naval Intelligence Data Center, supporting the Naval Ocean Sur-

veillance Information Center, the Naval Reconnaissance and Technical Support

Center, and the Navy Scientific and Technical intelligence Center. These plans

call for the installation of a large third generation processing system. NIRF's

R&D processing system should be compatible with this system and, in fact, con-

sideration should be given to eventual linkage of the two systems.

Operating systems now include: IBM 7090/360-30/1401 complex now support-
ing OSIS; IBM 1410 utilized within the Fleet Intelligence Centers; CDC-160A
used within the OPCON Centers; and the AN/USQ20 used in support of the lOIS.
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Major advantages of linking the R&D system with such a large-

Ocdie inteiligence system include the following:

(a) availability of more processing capability for

periodic R&D requirements, and

(b) provide R&D programs with direct access to

operational data bases and processing software.

Some disadvantages in directly connecting an R&D system with an operational

intelligence system are the following:

(a) unpredictable fluctuations in operational require-

ments may hinder the scheduling and conduct

of R&D experiments. This, in turn, may effect

both the time and costs of these programs.

(b) security aspects of the operational system may

severely limit the range in R&D personnel who

would be granted access to NIRF's terminals.

(5) General Facilities

In addition to the obvious requirements for adequate space

for the desks, files, and processing equipment, careful attention should be

given to the layout of experimentation aiAd demonstration areas. The testing

and demonstrating of processing innovations (to encourage management and

analyst adoption) will frequently require gaming-type activities, employing

many participants over several days. Such activities may require display of

ocean areas on full wall charts; leaving classified information posted over-

night between sessions; and keeping working areas of participating teams

separated from each other, but open to the view of exercise judges. R&D re-

quirements will fluctuate, often dictating segregation of in-house programs to

expedite control of noise, security, or experimental variables. Taken col-

lectively, these considerations indicate a need for one or more 'hard" areas

which can be secured as well as some flexible working space which can be re-

arranged with partitions.
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(6) Location

In order to be able to interact effectively with members of the

intelliger.ce and the Naval research communities, NIRF should be located 'n the

Washington, D. C., area. This location would permit reacdy access to NIC,

DIA, CIA, NSA, CNM, NRL, ONR as well as to NIC fieid activities (ST IC,

NIRTSC, NIPSSA, and NFOIO), elements of NMC (e.g., REWSON, NAVELEX,

etc.) and other offices subordinate to CNO, e.g., OP-07 and OP-92.

(7) Operating Funds

The budget of NIRF should provide for its own operations and

for obtaining outside assistance. Although NIRF is not intended as a primary

funding source for intelligence R&D efforts, allowances should be made in

NIRF's budget for NIRF to augment its activities with consultant and contract

support. These funds being administered by appropriate Navy procurement

offices within ONR and CNM.

The following table provides a cost approximatior of a base-

line Naval Intelligence Research Facility. I

NO. AVG. COST TOTAL COSTS PER UNIT

TEAM LEADER (AT LEAST GS-15) 1 24,469 24.469

INTELLIGENCE AND RESEARCH PRO-
S FESSIONALS GS-14 3 21,003 63.009

z GS-13 2 17, . 20 35,E4Uz

ENGINEER'S ASSISTANTS
_ _ _ GS-10 2 11.620 23.24C;

CLERKTYPIST GS-4 1 6.258 6 258

SUBTOTAL 9 152,816

BAS:C SYSTEM (LEASED) 1 60,000 60,000
z

U INTERFACING MICQ2FORM SYSTEM 1 9,000 9,OflO

SA 0 CONVERTER SUBSYSTEM 1 2,000 2,000

SUBTOTAL 71 000

TRAVEL 2.000
CON'SULTANT 1,500- 100.00
CONTRACTS 30,000-120. 000

SUBTOTAL 33,530-132,000

TOTAL $257.316-S355.816

I Salary figures are based Lin the July 1969 salary chart for Government E.m-
ployees. Rate ý was used for all GS levels.
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These costs do not reflect such items as: acquisition and handling of reports,

intelligence materials, etc. ; derks, files, etc.; physical plant modifIcations,

e.g., secure processing facility, vault storage, etc.; convention fees and other

miscellaneous costs associated with an R&D organization.

It should be noted, however, that much of the base-line NIRF

now exists within the Information Systems Branch of the Naval Research Labora-

tory. The next section of this report examines alternatives to satisfying the

objectives of NIRF and compares the recommended alternative -- establishinL

NIRF within an existing facility -- with competitive approaches.
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IV. DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTS

In its investigation of feasible concepts for a Naval Intelligence Research

Facility, HRB-Singer, Inc., examined a spectrum of possible alternatives.

At one end of this spectrum is a NIRF alternative known as the Honest Broker

concept; at the other end of the spectrum is a NIRF alternative labeled the Full-

Scale Activity concept.

Each of these two end-point concepts is discussed in the following sections.

Section C presents a comparison of these and other alternatives and examines

each with respect to the basic alternative of maintaining the status quo.

A. HONEST BROKER CONCEPT

The Honest Broker concept essentially augments NIRAG by providing a

full-time staff serving a "middleman" function between the research and Naval

intelligence communities; however, no research or experimentation would be

conducted under this concept. A full-time group of three professionals (e.g.,

one Navy and two civilians) is considered adequate initial staffing, with these

personnel collectively representing a substantial background in Naval intelli-

gence and the information sciences.

The principal mission of the Honest Broker would be to improve communi-

cations and maintain liaison between the research community and the Naval in-

telligence community. Specifically, the Honest Broker staff would:

1. Maintain a close relationship with the research community by

reviewing reports, articles, etc. , and establishing individual

contacts with leaders in pertinent research areas.

2. Interface with the Naval intelligence comnmunity by on-site

visits to Naval intelligence activities to review programs in

progress and discuss problemn areas.

3. improve and maintain communications between Noval intelli-

gence and the various research activities by assisting Ln the

sponsorship (e.g., with NIRAG anri ONR) of symposia to

bring together members of hoth communities -- Naval intelli-

gence and resear-h -- to discu~is problems ant trends in the

state-of-the-art in relevant areas.
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Trhis concept is the leaAt expensive augmeuitati )n of NIRAG anti represents 11hv

starting~ point in considering a Naval Intelligence Research Facility.

11. FULL-SCALE ACTIVITY CONCEPT

The~ establishment of a full-scale Naval Intelligence Research Vacility w"i

provide an environment free from operational pressures and condutcive to (

:ývitrch arid dlevelopment in man-mac1 iime techni;tues dedicated to problvi:o!. wi

NitV 4 Intelligence. Since pricvious experience has indicated that ctonvti-tioil~

4tt- line computer processing is extremet.ly lim-ited in the suppo rt it (at an ,Z

vilet ilpe rýti-inal intelligence prolblemn-solving efforts, this NIRV kw.nicu-l

,e builtt aro)und an on -lirme system. In fact, NIRF would be a Proertl %IA -it

kI bt for intelligence procesisiiig, i. v. , a facility to investigate tht ~.~

tics~nt, could be used to aid intelligence analysts in their t~~

.M IT''s Project XI AC, however, NIRF would not prima rily seek~ to furth r oI~ ~ ~- 'k *-12'. $ti't m1ultiple access computers , machine-aided heuristic not ~i
)ýit in .sle:inl would he dedicated to dete rmnining how the!se capab ihtit- n ol'!cr -

hance tintelligence processing efforts.

*-,s visttalhed, NIRF as a full-scale activity would cons ist of 1 6-20) pro)-

Cci.- sional s in tl-.e a reas of information prt.cessing, com-puter science, and, iritvt ii-

V tc e.

NIRP's primary function would be to adtapt general researti:i4~tst

ý-pvcific problems of Naval intelligence and to develop thesc re.sults into oer

t Ioa! concepts. In addition, the N IRF staff would attempt to imp rovit tht i (-t

( r'i riration be!twee-n the resea rch anti Naval intelli~gence comrrntuiitie s. This-

Second function~ would be pe rformned by carrying out the activities mwrt iorictl j-

colvection witl 'bev [loiest Broker (e. g. , reviewing retivarch repti rtbo -~

vi its ti. Natval in stal lat ions, publ' shiniC a mnonthly newsletter, tetc 1

11[owevie r, the httk. of NII1' s activities would be involvedl direct i-, %with

.ipphl id roeasdrch anid appl~kd expe rimentation -,-i the utilieiatr''n ,f~e OerK

n ~miationprocess irig tec'inlolgy in aiding Naval initelligvnce aiitlIysts ti Own.

.W~lys.,anrd prodluct non otý xitellig(ence information. TIhesec avttnv: .t t-?

pobolem -oriented, having. thv gtiai of tailo ring cxisting rvzsearch i~ tq p-

pl icatton.% in spec iftv problem areas,
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C. COMPARISON AMONG ALTERNATIVES

The "Honest Broker" concept represents a beginning step beyond the status

quo in a spectrum of alternatives which logically culnminate at an upper bound

solution with the creation of a new Naval research activity. Some alternative

midpoints within this spectrum of possibilities include the following:

I. expand the scope of some existing Naval Intelligence organi7a-

tion (e.g., NIPSSA, NRTSC, etc.) to encompass the NIRF

concept.

2. expand the scope of some existing R&D organization (e. g. ,

NRL, NELC, etc.).

3. increase the responsibilitiet. and involver-ent of several

,zroupb (e.g., OP-07T, NIC-3 (plans and programs), ONR,

etc.) such that they collectivwly satisfy NIRF'.5 objectives.

This sec-ion examines briefly the five alternatives (the Honest Broker, irull-

Scale activity, and the three midpoint possibilities) and compares these with

the basic alternative of maintaining the status quo.

1. Criteria in Evaluating Alternatives

The most important criterion for NiRF is that the selected contept

have a high potential for increasing the development an i transfer of usefil

processing innovations into the Naval inteliigence Community. Previous dis-

cussions have presented guidelines pertinert to sticcessfu: operation of a Naval

Intelligence Research Facility. These guidelines are summarized below and

represent spet:cfic criteria for selecting an R&D augementation of NIRAG.

a. Efforts should lead to actual development and testing of

R&lD concepts las opposed to "paper studies"'.

h. Potential rys.em user!s hould bo involvwd in sy,%trrn de-

velopment, test, and cvaluaton efforti, itnus. ,ctnvenrr-nt

location i* important to NIRft s ,mplementation.

c. R&D personnel muvt bw able to rifectively con-mrtalt ate

with both the intell:.--nce and the R&D com-l'unttv.
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d. N•RF's operations must not get submerged under day-to-day

operaticnal problems of Naval Intelligence. Moreover, NIRF's

personnel must have come flexibility to bridge organizational

or functional gaps in pursuit of advanced system development.

Additionally, today's problems of restricted budgets gives spacial emphasis to

the following criterion:

e. Costs of NIRF's impiementation must be acceptable to the

Navy and the funding level must be within the scope of

budteet ranges for processing R&D within Naval Intelligence.

I his latter point es:-entiaily rLises :he issue that an R&D investment for pro-

c,.sine improvemen must be better spent in NIRF than elsewhere within the

R& !) environment if r'IRF -.s a viable alternative.

2. General Anal'sis

The status quA- within today's Naval Intelligence R&D efforts can gen-

-rally he char¢cterizec ar being system oriented. That is, the requirements

fi•r new/'improved intel igence capabilities give rise to basic system concepts

such as the NIPS, IOIS, C\SS (OSIS), etc. These concepts frequently stir.•u-

late' deve[opmnnt of sho t-range RAD prograrns. " he Navy'., in-house la bra-

tric,, industry', and ot:ýer R& I) urganwtatins respond to stated requirements

bv t,,rn-ulatiniz avoropri. te R&D projin:a•- of c.erbentation. study, explora-

t•iry developrmient•, etc. the major .acantage of t•xis form of R&I) activity is

th.tt res,-arch effort: art tied to spec ifc need-i- hence, expenlitures uf fwI'bt

.'re triade only after speo ific requirenientz; f-r R&OI -t~ortu are .- tll fo~n ttatcd.

'he ma.jor disafvantagv: in this gorm of R& V" activity ir-ciudv the foHllovtr

.4. Elf. ution it ipro\,emernv ir. %vso-mz softw4rr or prt,-

reststng mti .hotltgv- i-rocvl"s undcr 0 M hutdgettnag.

This d-noes Ot have the- , c'er-cop.rs nvirr

!untiamrnt I research rfi,,rtn ahtcl,% 4re .uter. reqtirecd

in the a-IV ncen 't t it '_.



!-'et~rical fiijgn, !-s 1 k'irarv ,totraL~e arA re?.riev-al, *;

C RK I) cot~nuitty does not readily exist, thus, widlst ry may

often rediscover basic problems in incorp,)rating advanced

proc'e-;sing techniques into operational systems.

d. There does not vxist a realistic ezavironiment for te.iting

rovel processing concepts. The operational environment

is too complex and time constrained to permit .laborate

experimentation; ad hoc emulations of the processing prob-

lems often suffer from lack of sufficient realism to deter-

mine if the techniques are feasible.

e. There does not exist an efficient means for taking promising

basic efforts conducted under ONR sponsorship forward

for meaningful testing and user trial.

Although the establishment of a Naval Intelligence Research Advisory Group will

improve coiimunications among the intelligence and R&D sectors of the Navy

the existence of NIRAG will not eliminate the problems noted above.

(0) Honest Broker

The establishment of a three-man full-time professional staff

to support NIRAG can expedite Naval Intelligence gaining early awareness of

significant research results, processing trends, etc. This concept may also

help consolidate important classified studies. reports, etc., thereby increas-

ine ,utide awareness of problem areas. Beyond Llitbe improvements, however,

this concept offers little over the status quo.

(Z) Expand Scope of NIC Field Activity

Given the appropriate resources, NIPSSA, NRTSC, or STIC

could provide "hands-on" experimentation and exploratory evtorts necessary

for the development and test of processing innovations. Unlike the "Honest

Sroker" concept, this alternative involves utilization of secure spaces for R. t)

activities, development of computer routines, investigation and testing of input,

output ter.tnkqurs. etc. The primary disadvantages of this alternative are
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~ .'w ar- r a i . F! because of thL affiliat ion

wtia A lI,,.d ori:,ani/ation.l

(i) Expand Scope of Existing R& 1) Organization
b

Theoretically, this concept differs from the above alternative

only in the nature of its fit between the intelligence and R&D communities. Re-

source requirements, support ta NIRAG, types of R&D projects, etc., are

identical. Being a subgroup of an R&D) organization, however, insures that the

work environment is relatively free from the day-to-ddy pressures involved in

system operations. This freedom and the type of flexibility found within R&D

groups is important and .hould exist within NIRF.

(4) Increase Scope of Several Existing Organizations

This concept suffers from a potential diffusion of responsi-

bilities among several groups, requiring more coordinatio; than any of the above

alternatives. Because of the spread in responsibilities, achievement of R&D

continuity, systematic review and evaluatmcn of processing innovations, etc.,

may be considerably more difficult than if the responsibilities were vested in a

single organization.

(5) Implementation of a New, Full-Scale R&D Activity

The development of a new facility with full P.&D and administra-

tive staff has been included for completeness and is not considered to be a

practical alternative. There presently exist organizations sufficiently close to

the NIRF concept such that their expansion costs would be well below that for

developing a new facility. The main value in examining the Full Scale acttvity

concept is that it provides a standard (or comparing expansion costs of candidate

-,rgganizations.
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The NavA, Rk.-,-rch LahboratorTy 15 O(e (if Ohe principle it',-hio ,"
;'eearch iwld ev( lopment in-ctitut!(,ns of the 1 . ove rnm er.t.
it -as established in Iti i tfi ensmore that advanceivients iii science
and enn ineeriitý could he rteadii) applied tf) the Navy's needs. I

In December 1I967, NR I., recognizing the important role ot the inforui.-

t.on sciences in the Navy, established the Information System Branch within the

Mathematics and Information Sciences Division of NRL. The mission of this

branch (as stated in NRLINST 5400. 1.11)) is

To perform research and development in those aspeiLtS of the
information sciences which are relevant to Navy needs; to
participete in the planning of those research and development
projects conducted by the Laboratory which require a sub-
stantial amount of information handling; to develop the infor-
mation handling portions of systems being developed by other
Laboratory components, when it is determined that such di-
vision of responsibility is in the best interest of the Laboratory
and its sponsors; to provide consultantive services in the in-
formation sciences; and to develop or procure and operate
information processing facilities for the use of the Division
and the Laboratory.

The Information Systems Branch is located at NRL's main complex out-

side Washington, D. C., and is presently staffed with 20 professionals. Under

NRL policy, approximateiy one-half of this staff is made available in support of

sponsored programs (e.g. , in logistics, intelligence, etc. ). Long range plans

include obtaining an ADP system to be compatible with the third generation con-

figuration selected in support of tho Ocean Surveillance Intelligence System (OSS•).

Floor space of some 1000 square feet have, in fact, been bet aside for the tpr,o-

cessing facility. As part of the Mathematics and Information Sciences Division

of NRL, the Information Systems Branch works in close proximity with approi-

mately 6,0 other professionals. FigtAre 6 illustrates the organization of the

Mathematics and Information Sciences Division of NRL.

Naval Reearrh Laboratory, April 1;, 1969 (p I-9)

In FY-69. the Division was involved mn R&O activitiAs totaling approximately
$1. 4 million.
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FIG. 6 UATHEMATICS AND INFORMATION SCIENCES DIVISION OF NRL
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In addition to its professional staff and worldwide reputation in both the

ýNavy and the research community, NRL has an important resource in its library.

NRL'S technical library is fairly extensive. A Survey of Special Libraries

serving the Federal Government' in fiscal year 1965, reported that NRL's hold-

ings included

100, 000 bound volumes

1,400 scientific and technical serials

6, 000 maps and charts

600 reels microfilm

S00, 000 unpublished (mostly classified) R&t) reports

I S. Departincnt of Heatth, Education, and Welfare Office of Education Report

OA:-I •o67, 1968.



T elb a ye puy dast.aff of Z-, -)e-- .')I)I-.!Pii

for libriky materials during the fic2 . reb q'iatP ýrply

with all Department of Defense lib•a .

73, 320 bound volumtes

472 serials

54, 73Z R&L reports

with an average staff of 7.3 persons mn, !, try ,:tterial expenditure of

$24, 326 during this fiscal period.

I
I

I



P~r , •emtturq itsc-tjarse, the need for and rec,,mmendei operational

modes of a Naval intelligence Rese'arch Advisory Group (NIRAG) and a Naval

intelligence P.esearch Facility (NIRF). Actual details of imriplementing these

concepts, however, depend on many factors. The following pages discuss the

fundamental considerations which must be exanined if these concepts are to

be transformed into recognizable entities. Figure 7 presents these considera-

tions in flow diagram form.

As a preliminary step, it is suggested that the report be examined by

pertinent Naval intelligence and research organizations for one month. The

fi,-st NI1AG meeting should be held to consider the recommendations made in

the report.

Additional comments on the implementation of NIRAG and NIRF follow

Figure 7. The numbers in this section refer to specific blocka in the flow

diagram.
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It , recom nende! that the (U FR fior this studly, Mr. N,,rvin ;)t- ic• tl,

lnf rrnra.'.,)n Pver"• I'rogram, lMrector -- (NP., initiate the ,staIli h-

wnent of NIRAG and serve 4. chairman fo)r the fa -t men t in,. vhe

purpose of this meeting sho,,t! be to t'valuate th,! tjind ,ie.- and r,,cw', ,-

-- 4n";n.-- ir. ':h;- rtport. Attendees at this rinteting %homui repre-

sent at 1c-.;t ()NR, NRL, NIC, and Ut-'-07. "Th-, first or-(-r (,J h.si -

ness should be to consider the establishment t # NIR \G a." a {,..rm.tnent

and activ' Naval entity.

2. If this tirst meeting shculd result •i a decis in not to reconstitute

NIRAG, the planning and coordinating funct,ons would be carried on

as they are now. Although NIRAG, as a r.ecognizable entity, is trn-

visioned as an important Loordinating and advisory arm of NIRF,

it is conceivable that NIRF could still be implemented without a

NIRAG (hence, the connectiig line on Figure I between block.s 2

and 4).

3. If this first meeting should re-sult in a decisioht to reestablish

NIRAG, then several "next steps" should be usdertaken. -

3a. Agreement should be reached on represertatives to NIRAG,

their number and organizational affiliation. In addition,

the permanent NIRAG chairmanship shouid he appointed.

Ib. Although the ,uggested mission and functions of NIRAG

are discussed in Section III of this report, the members

-f this first NIRAG gathering should decide the range

and lirtits of the function!, t- Ve perfor-el by the

(permanent) NtRAG.

$c. tlaving established the membership antd .'•nctions of NIRAG,

a working agenda should he drawn up spseifying the frir-

queney and locaton of nm-etingt, topics for presentation

and discussion, and ith,-r information nrcrssary for the

orderly conduct of h4uinesr.



.a. it the ,leiision is riot to inmplemtr nt NI.IRF, it is assumed that

the objectives anticipated for NIRF would be pursued i,y

current operating elements of the Navy. YMlRAG could still

functirn as a useful mechanism even if the NIR F concept i.;

not implemented.

i. If the first NIRAG group agrees with the iindings and recommenda-

lions of this report and decides in favor of a NIRF, then implemen-

tatior, planri and procedures should begin as soon as possible.

";a. Althotgh many of the details of implementing NIRF would

be carried out by the parent organization of NIRF, mem-

bers of the first NIRAG meeting should resolve several

factors, e. g., the Navy organization in which NIRF would

residr, including the specific division, branch or program

area thereof. NIRAG should also further define the personnel,

equipment and facility rectuireinents for NIRF. Collectively,

NIRAG's recommendations would serve as guidelines for the

actual establishment of NIRF.

b. One -if the most important items requiring resolution by

NIRf-G is the question of funding for ?N'RF. The recom-

mendation for joint funding, contained in this report,

should be evaluated. If this recommendation is considered

sound, the actual funding sources and the estimated alloca-

tio.-s from each source should be established.

qc. The third item of busis-ess for NIRF's implementation should

be a determination of liaison requirements. NIRF would re-

iuire *nitzta "cr'ss talý" wnd coortilaauiori between

various Navy (and non-Navy) intelligence and resnarch

ctiviti•s. MIRAG should therefore review the liaisnn neidrs

of NIRFI and plan for the availability of selected personnel

within the Navy to carry out this liaison function.
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N* 'I C FE urinL, the irte ý!--I ýý- , -o !, .- ',a r

t.:Yie in."rval of perhaps thre,: r-,,rhs, t f,,i -win• rt~v•,'e. •h,'ii , 't ,r -

taken.

a. Parent Organization of N1 F -- should formalize NIRF

within its own structure a.,d procure staffing, equipment,

arid other resources requ red for its operation.

b. Naval IretelHigence Cw:,z..nd (NIC) -- should present

current and anticipated , :oblems and/or requirementv

in Naval intelligence accivities (emphasizing processing

and analysis).

-. CNO (OP-07D) -- shoul.1 review the missions and objectives

envisioned for NIRAG ind NIRF and evaluate them ii light of

their mission and functions. At the second NIRAG meeting,

the OP-07D reprtsent-,tive should define their potential role

ire future NIRAG/NIRf activities.

d. Office of Naval Rcsea.ch (ONR) -- specifically the Informa-

tion Systems Program, should review research efforts

funded by this office tL determine selected programs which

appear to have potentia.l benefit to Naval intelligence. Initially,

GOR-36 dated May 196') an• research areas outlined in this

report may be uwed as a guide in determining which p.bt.

present, and proposed research programs funded or

monitored by their office might be applicablc to prob-

lems of Naval intelligrnce.



SECOND NIRAG MEETING

3. The status of NIRF's implementation, including any difficulties

encountered, e.g., resources needed but not available, should

be reported during this meeting.

7. NIC representatives on NIRAG should present current Naval In-

telligence problems emphasizing processing and analysis dif-

ficulties encountered. Existing requirements documents should

be referenced in -onjunction with NIC's presentation.

8. Thit research arm of the Navy should present selected research

areas which are pertinent to the problems cited by NIC. This

activity is shown within a broken line on the diagram since the

Navy research representatives (ONR/NRL) could not be expected

to match (on a one-for-one basis) all research pertinent to a

given problenm cited by NIC, during the course of this meeting.

). Other mnriibers of NIRAG would add inputs to this meeting as re-

quired. OP-07, for e'ample, should state its coordinating and

advisory role vis-a-vis NIRAG. Naval Material Command

representatives should define thei," role, for example, in funding,

or monitoring.

10. The r•et effect of items 6 through 9 above, would be to match

Naval intelligence problems against available resources for

cop.n,, with them. As such, NIRF, working from a priority

listing, could begin operations as in active entity.

I. This item assumes that NIRF has been e.-tablished with adequate

resources and has received from NIRAG recommendations for

area.- of cv ncentration. From this point on, the success of NIRAG

and NIR?' %.ill depend, in large measure, to cooperation and acti.v,

wttraction -iniong all Naval eleoments cited in this rept.rt.

1'hrouoh zt.% per.odic, scheduling meetings. NIRAG should continue it,

,notnoor tht' prtavratiiz. of NIRF and serk new program areas -- hence, the

rvcle (-ontinue-

I



VI. NAVAL INTELLIGENCE PROCESSING RESEARCH PROGRAM

"his chapter (1) describes briefly several problem-oriented R&D areas

and (Z) outlines broad research themes which are pertinent to improving naval

intelligence processing capabULities. They constitute logical areas for NIRF

and NIRAG to address.

A. PRO'3LEM ORIENTED R&D AREAS

I. Techniques Oriented Toward Time Constrained Processing Efforts

One fundamental approach in alleviating processing problemIs is to rv.-

duce the amount of data that an analyst must examine without eliminating

potentially useful information. Data reduction can be accomplished in several

ways. These ways are described below.

a. Sensor Integration -- Events, target, etc., offer different

characteristics profiles to different sensor s- *ems. Multisensor platforms

increase acquisition probabilities, but also increase collected data. Develop-

ment of characteristics profiles and autocorrelatior, techniques with in-pla tfori

processing can provide for automatic target recog).ition, thus, reduce the

amount of data presented to the preprocessing or interpretation efforts.

b. Computer aided analysis (Problem Solving) -- Once a problem

has been formulated, "he analyst seeks information that supports or denies

postulated hypotheses. An ability to engage in a dialogue with the availabl.

pertinent subset of the data base without examining nonrelevant mnaterial

greatly reduces the proble.n solving effort. Implicit in this al,proach art. tht

requirements for (a) automatic input so that all available pertinent tnforrnAtun

is within the data base during the search effort, (b) natural language query

capability to expedite communications wtth the machine systent, (c) rt'cgzmttv

01f equivalent forms s- that "like" objects, events, etc. , can be dr.vt tgethv'r

for analysis, and (d) associative processing so that all platsible avenucs c..n

he rapidly explored.

C. Computer aided analysti (Proble•m Seckingp, -- One major rtv iti

Operational intelltience -.% to monitor activities pertinent to the Navy'.• irt;-rr.t...

This surveillance and intelligence effort examines daily the atvady flow oif data

I



in an attempt to update the "current" zituation, and to detect deviations from

expected activities. Utilization of computer technology to prepro.ess these

data c.n expedite the analyst's examination of input material. This can be ac-

complished by automatically collating the material by intelligence interest,

correlating new inputs with existing file items and determining if the new data

are consistent among themselves and with the established file.

d. Information Display -- Time required for analysis can he reduced

1,v development of appropriate data representation forms and display techniques

?o•r the analyst.

e. Automatic Abstracting -- Automatic abstracting techniques geared

to the specific irterests of the different analysts, could produce reduced, tailoredi

texts for seiective dissemination throughout the intelligence community. Re-

mote retrieval and display capabilities can provide rapid access to the complete

vcrsion on file.

2. Techniques To Help Cope With Uncertainty Within the Input Data

Intelligence analysis and synthesis is a process of plausible reasoning.

B•ecause the analysts frequently seek to discern the unique and infrequent (as

opposed to the recurring) events by utilizing data of uncertain truth, the ciassical

techniques of logical deduction and statistics cannot always he directiy applied.

Fhere is a rteason to believe, however, that "'probabilistic" technicues : be

utilized in the procssing efforts. 1 Some potential lines of research include the

following:

a. Heuristic applications in inductive mnerenc.! -. 1-rolper assembly

of the various hits and pieces of intelligeace witha, &ppropriate inference to fill

t,,;ps in the picture are fundamental tc intelligence ss'.hesib. Associative

proct'ssing techniques can provide networks c->nsi,.ctinN iteins within the data

'a,, with hypotheses postulated by the analyts I!s, of Byeiait techniques,

"N-valued " logic. etc. . can show impact -it .ý.v iter s oA esi tiPg networks-, and

Itmiy, in Cact, .suggest new hypotheses.

"C. R. Blunt, et al., "The Role of Plausible Reasoning Within MNhtary Intelli-
I- tB-Siriger. L.c., Repurt 401 S. I I-R- , May 1967.
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b. Use of truth tables to determine redundancy and inconsistency

among data -- Truth tables can be utilized in formal systems to determine if

two statements are logically equivalent. There exists the possibility that such

a logical filter could be used to (1) screen input material to determine if they

are redundant, and (2) compare logical derivations to determine if they are in-

consistent with existing propositions.

c. Identification of target state through computer simulation -- The

output of collection systems are the results of three interacting systems, i.e.,

the sensor system, the environment, and the target. There are excellent

possibilities that the state of the sensor system and the environment can be

eventually specified for each mission, thus, there exists the possibility that

the target and the target state can be determined automatically. A target

characteristic matrix coupled with simulation programs that can replicate the

collection-environment-target interactions, could provide the analysts with

ranked possibilities based on the output data.

3. Techniques That Expedite the Flow of Intelligence

Despite the large amounts of collected data, there are often significant

gaps in the informaticn needed by analysts. These gaps are caused becaube no

awareness of the analysts' requirements existed or because the data was delivt.rk-,

too late for integration. Approaches for solving these problems include the

following:

a. Selective request for intelligence - The preparation of dynanaic

intelligence profiles that reflect current processing requirements would screen

intelligence flow and route data through comitiunications network based on ned

(and constraints of security).

b. Conssecting processing systems -- Within each processing system,

interpreters and analysts create their best estimate of the intelligence yield of

input data. These resuits are usually disseminated in reports. Directly linkilig

processiag centers could provide these estimates as they are formulated without

the time-consuming repor! preparation efforts.

C. Automatic input of source data -- Raw intelligence data takes on

many forhns and formats. Transformation mo common language for higher

-*1 -
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level integration takes time and introduces the possibility for errors. Advances

in digital techniques coupled with pattern recognition techniques offer promise

for prcducing rapid, interpreted transforms of sensor output data. Preprocessing

analysts, using on-line computers with rapid access to reference data and in-

terpretation aids, can annotate, edit, and compose reports summarizing the

collection results. The composed report could then be automatically compressed,

coded, and routed for automatic input into subsequent processing efforts.

r•. BASIC RESEARCH AREAS PERTINENT TO INTELLIGENCE

This section (1) discusses three extant areas of research which continue to

offer significant promise to intelligence and (2) briefly discusses limitations in

knowledge about the analyst. an area which must be further explored if man-

machine systems are to be developed for intelligence processing.

1. Pertinent Extant Research Activities

In July 1964, HRB-Singer produced a report (352-R-11) under ONR

Contract Nonr 3818(00) titled "Trends in the Information Sciences Relative to

Naval Intelligence Needs. " Figure 8 is reproduced from that study document.

The following material updates this report with respect to three processing re-

search areas. It should be noted that these research areas overlap somewhat,

thus a breakthrough in any one area may have broad implications elsewhere.

The research area- discussed are Pattern Rcoognition; Artificial intelligence;

and Language Analysis, Linguistics and Machine Translation.

a. Pattern Recognition

Pattern Recognition, in both its conventional and in its brcader

connotations, is of .ipecial importance to intelligence interests. Conventional

aspects of optical pattern recognition have direct applicability to the automatic

reading of various types of fonts and of cursive script as a means of improving

the low efficiency of present modes of computer data input techniques. Under

the conventional connotation, pattern recognition techniques are applicable to

the following:
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(I) Processing of various types of signal waveforms (includ-

ing those related to target recognition problems, speaker

identification, graph interpretation).

(2) Classification of geometrical configurations.

(3) Pictorial image recognition and interpretation.

(4) Compression of photographic images for transmission

and computer storage.

(5) Applications in the broad resev,_ hk fields of artificial

intelligence.

An area of special interest might be multisignature discrimination techniques.

This research area would involve automatic classification of patterns by the

computer.

b. Artificial Intelligence

Mechanization of some of the problem-solving efforts of intelli-

gence processing offers possibilities for improving the quality of the efforts

while reducing the stresses on the analysts. Some of Ihe pertinent research

activities include:

(I) Pattern recognition (e.g., activity and events as

opposed to visual patterns), change detection, etc.

(2 ) Heuristic programs for tracking, activity analysis, etc.

(3) Automatic recognition of associations among data.

(4) P-stulatiun of inductive inferences by machines.

(5) Atutomatic classification of input data.

If an area of special interest were to be chosen, it would be in the

area of associative storage and retrieval of information based upon associative

strings of related information rather than pre-established categor~ts used in

machine addressing.
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c. Linguistics, Language Analysis, Translation

Linguistic research and language analysis (unit structuring) have

direct significance to the interests and needs of intelligence activities. Impor-

tant areas include language content and meaning; text compression; content

sensitive storage and retrieval; and machine translation of languages.

Problem areas involve the categories of pure linguistic analysis,

automatic analysis applied to structure, language statistics and their applica-

tion to information retrieval, and linguistic analysis in terms of phonetic,

morphological, syntactic and semantic analysis. Research in these problem

areas is a requisite in support of advanced information storage, retrieva!,

anti analysis systems, man-machine communications and effective machine

translation systems.

?. Data Processing Hiabits of the Intelligence Analysts

A major facet in all information processing system developments is to

satisfy the users' requirements. Unfortunately, the stated information require-

ments of potential system users do not always lend themselves to establishment

of system specifications. Moreover chese expressed requirements may not

adequately reflect the complete set of real needs. Nevertheless, the developed

system must satisfy the user or it will fail in support of the users' operations.

Although tle information needs and uses of scientists and engin,'ers

have been (and continue to be) studied in detail, there is, re.r::littily, a• paucity

of information about the intelligence analysts' data processing needs. This lack

of information is particularly severe because, unlike the researcher, the intelli-

gence analyst can only use the processing systems within his domain and he mubt

produce the required products within fairly tight time frames.

Development of improved processing support systems will require more

sensitive awareness of intelligence analysts information needs. It is reasonable

to suspect that such awareness can be obtained through two interrelated efforts.

First -- studies should be conducted to gain a broad outline of how the analysts

trans(orm information into intelligence. Second -- experiments should be con-

ducted to narrow this outline into specific processing profiles for each basic

prt-cessing area. These twu '(forts would serve to guide subsequent expert-

mentation and development efforts leading to new processing capabilitie.t.

Reverse (Page 66) Blank



APPENDIX A

DIA'S PLANNED RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION DIVISION

The Research and Experimentation Division (ERFI) planned by the Defense

Intelligence Agency, together with an Advanced Development Division, ar-1 a

Research and Development Projects Division, will comprise the Intelligence

Experimentation Center within the DIA Directorate for Intelligence System De-

velopment, which is scheduled to be activated in the near future. As planr,.d,

ERF is to serve as an applied research laboratory, dedicated to the stidy .f

methods and techniques for improving the performance of DOD general intelli-

gence production and processing functions. This mission implies somewhat of

ani overlap with the proposed operational concept of NIRF, an implication con-

firmed by an examination of ERF's planned operation, which is summarized in

the following paragraphs.

In general, the goal of ERF will be the development of method(Jogies which

may be used to facilitate or improve solutions to problems in intelligence

processing and production. These methodologies will be developed in a problem-

oriented mode using replicated reai world problems within ERF. To assure that

the problems are truly replicated, no limitations on data classification are pro-

posed. While operational intelligence analysti work on replicated intelligerce

problems within the laboratory, they and the research staff of ERF will suggest

new or different techniques and procedures which may prove useful in providing

solutions. These techniques wiil be tried by the analysts, with the most promis-

ing techniques contrihitting to an evolving methodology.

At some point in time, the methodology will have reached a stage where

future refinement is not considered tiseful. The improvement in problenw solving

as a result of the evolved methodology will ',t evaluated to determine whether

controlled testing should be performed. It the evaluation should indicate that

such a test would be valuable. arrangements will be made trj subject the

methodology to extensive testizg, based on experimental designs selected to

DIA's planned laboratory poitdates the NIRF conce•pt and was o.iginally reirrrr',
to as The Experimentation and Research Facility, which resulted in the acrwt, vI
ERF. Although the present designation is The Research and Experimentation
Division. the laboratory is often referred to as ERF.
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(hopefully) eliminate extraneous factors and effects. Experiments will then be

condtucted, data collected, results analyzed, and benefits of impleme.atation of

the methodology (or portions of it) evaluated and demonstrated.

Eventually, it is planned that ERF will have ongoing efforts on thre:' prob-

lems concurrently. The actual problems which will be chosen for examination

in the laboratory will be those which are "critical, " i. e. , those in which the

need for improvement is greatest.

Although procedures for selecting problems to be considered by ERF have

not been fully developed, it is planned that representatives of the three services

will be invited to view the initial problem efrort, and to suggest areas or prob-

lems for future consideration by ERP. In addition .o this planned interaction

with the services at a problem-oriented level through ERF, DIA is also inter-

ested in working closely with the research offices of the services (Office of

Nz al Research, Army Research Office, Air Force Office of Scientific Re-

search) through the Research and Development Projects Division of the Intelli-

-ence Expcrimentation Center. Of a special interest to tý,b research conluounitV

is a DIS proposal that a clearinghouse for intelligence related reports and

documents be established within the Directorate for Intelligence Systems De-

velopment. Such a clearinghouse could, in addition to serving as a respository

for documentation, provide for the dissemination of reports and representa-

tive "real world" data bases to researchers with need-to-know.

By comparing the preceding discussion with the specific mission and func-

tions of NTRF, listed in Section Il1-A, it appears that there would be an "ap-

parent" duplication of effort between NIRF and the components of DIA's planned

Experimentation Center. Of course, the Experimentation Center would be con-

cerne,' with national an•d military intelligence, in general, as opposed to Naval

intelligence problems in particular, and priorities might or might not accord

with Navy needs. Therefore, it seems conceivable that a NIRF may indeed 1w

required (jperh*-or t a *ata,1ite of or counterpart to ERF) in order to assure

that those intelligence areas (e.g. , ocean surveillance, ASW) which are for

the most part the domain of the Navy obtain commensurate priority of atten-

tion wid cxp-!i.ve that a problem common to all three ser'vices might receive.

Ot-r must bear in mind. for exanmple, that the existence of the Defense Intelli-

tac Agency haa ,ot eliminated the need for the Naval l:telligence Command.
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APPENDIX B

DIS'S INFORMATION SCIENCE CENTER

The following paragraphs were extracted from the paper titled "An Informa-

tion Science Center for the Intelligence Community" by Capt. C. E. Cantlon,

USN; Mr. Henry F. DeFrancesco; and Col. Robert E. Duvall, USAF.

"An Information Science Center has been established at the
Defense Intelligence School to develop and present courses
for students from throughout the national intelligence com-
munity in the application of information s".ience to intelli-
gence problems. The objective of the courses is to improve
the capabilities of intelligence personnel through education
in information science which will include those elements of
the methodology of science and modern information handling
techniques that contribute to more efficient and effective use
of information in forming the intelligence product."

Intrnduction

"The current fields of intelligence and information science have much in

co.-nmon; both are new modes of ancient practice, bot, are multidisciplina-y,

and neither is well known outside its craft. Both are as much art as science

and are equally difficult to aefine. Progress in each derives principal'y from

experienca, and the conce.-itratioti required for expertiue in either at ea has

hindered the acquisition of more than a marginal capability in the other for all

but a very few. "

"An increa.sed "knowledge of the fuzndamentals of inform.tion" and -m

improved -'ability to use -nfozmation" can both contribute to solutions of the

greatest problem thr.t fa,:es the intelligence community. This problem is the

iarbalance between our dynamic and growing capaLility to collect intelligenvv

data and our growina bu" lagaing capability to store, retrieve, analyze. and

process mountains of •.a•a into inteUigence information -- our final product.

Collection techniques of the late 20th century funncv ;t continuous &hd increasinir

output into a machine and human pr'-cessing nystem that hat not kept abreast o•f

the growth in the collection capability.

"In recognition of tiis present and future problem, the Pcetsidnt'V Forvign

Intelligenc• Advisory Board (PFIAR) several yearo 4#o concluded that at,
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appropriate combination of improved machine and human techniques for the

proccssing of intelligence was called for. Specifically, the PFIAB turned

to information science and recommended that selected personnel from the U..

intelligence community be sent to graduate study at universities "where bys-

tems thinking and systems skills are understood and imparted. ' (This ib the

background for the DIA-sponsored year of graduate training in information

science that is available to DIA civilians -- a very attractive arrangement. )"

"The United States Intelligence Board (USEG) directed the implementation of

the graudate study program and also recommended two other educational pro-

grams in information sciences. First, community intelligence schools were

to increase the attention given to intelligence data handling systems (IDHS) and

to automatic data processing (ADP). Second, the community should develop

and present specialized courses in the application of information science tco

specific intelligence problems. DIA agreed to accept the latter responsibility

and on 26 rlecember 1967, the Information Science Center (ISC) was formally

established as a new major element of the Defense Intelligence School to under-

take this task for the intelligence community."

The Information Science Center Program

"The USIB in 1968 established the Intelligence Information Handling Com-

mittee (IHC). headed by retired MGEN Robert Taylor, formerly DIAAP, to

promote and coordinate the accomplishment of the USIB objective of ensuring

"the continuous improvement and integration of the intelligcnce information

handling systemb of the USIR member agencies... " Within this tasking, the

IHC was to see that education and training programs in information science

were established. "

"Early in 19671, the IHC, which is made up of rotpresentatives from all tht

dopartments and agencies of the USIB, endorsed the development -if two courses

A the Information Science Center:

Information Science in Support of Estimates and Warning

information Science in Support of InteUigence Functivns

in addition, the ISC was requested to develop a short Survey of Informition 'Sys-

tems currently in use in the community. Initial "'pilot" presentations of the
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two primary courses would be about eight weeks long, final development could

he up to J 3 weeks depex.ding on the number of intelligence-oriented games that

can be adapted. "

"The Director of the ISC has interpreted this guidance and has wapped out

the objectives to be accomplished through the courses. The courses in Esti-

mates aad Warning and in Intelligence Functions are being designed to increase,

through education, the proficiency of the intelligence analyst in performing his

principal job functions. The analyst's job functions normally include perform-

ing task assignments such as lorg-range functional research, current literature

review, analysis of specific information within a time frame, preparing sum-

maries, etc. In performing his task assignments, the analyst utilizes specific

skills in the areas of ainalysis, exercise of judgme•it, decision making, and

comnmunication. Additionally, he makes use of knowledge of the functioning

of the intelligence environment in terms of his role, relation and contribution

to the, intelligence product. Finally, but not least, the intelligence analyst

applies his capabilities with the highest level of profess-onalism, which includes

hib technical or area proficiency, morale, ethical philosophies, attitudes and

sense of duty. "

"Our general objectives in presenting the two courses in information

science are simple and explicit. First, we want the intelligence analyst to

learn to apply the scientific method in his fijId. Second, the intelligence analy..t

must learn how information science and technology can help him to improve his

performance. "

"If both of these objecti-es are achicved, then a side benefit will be drived.

We can expect that education in informatior science will serve to increase Joh

standards and hence introdice a greater degree of professionalism within th,.

intelligence community. "

the !SC -- lntelligen:c Community Relationship

"As the courses of the Information Science Center are to sere., the need•

a.1d iretrests of the inteligence community, the ISC must rely on each memb-r

of the intelligence community to keep it informed of their requirernents for educa-

tion and training in the information sciences. Also, the INC must turn to the

ce-mmunity for rec-.4mrmndations in technique and system r.isr. to be included
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in the ISC curricula. Once these cases are developed, the ISC must again turn

to the intelligence community for updating, guest lecturer support, and for

access to existing intelligence files via secure terminals. ,

"Establishmcnt of the Information Science Center at the Defense Intelligence

School has added an important new dimension to intelligence educational pro-

grams and is a major step forward in modernization. The introduction of

information science and technology into the formation of the intelligence pro-

duct will provide to the intelligence analyst powerful new tools already proven

through application to other intelligence-related areas of our national life. The

sought after synergism is not going to happen all by itself. The new Center is

not yet off the ground. To be effective the ISC needs all the support which it

can acquire from the intelligence community in order that the ISC may better

serve the community toward achieving higher levels of professionalism through

the use of information science in fulfilling ever increasing requirements for

high-quality intelligence.
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